Valued Customer:
Thank you for choosing Northwest Opacity Certification for your training. Northwest Opacity is
pleased to continue to provide Visible Emissions Evaluation (VEE) Certification Training and
Testing in Washington and Oregon.
NOC:
1. Has an EPA audit that certifies NOC as following strict EPA Method 9 Regulations in our
region.
2. Is recognized by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) for field Certification in our
region.
3. Has over 50 years of combined VEE staffing experience!
4. Broke new ground in the Northwest by introducing a simpler, more economical method for
test scoring.
5. Continuously seeks new opportunities to verify EPA Method 9 conformance and improve
operations.
6. Dedicates itself to conducting all VEE Observation Certifications according to strict EPA
Method 9 Regulations.

NOC is:
• Organized and professional with accurate and accessible records.
• Located at numerous Testing Sites in Washington and Oregon.
• Diligent in regular maintenance and calibration of our smoke generator.
• Reliable in our use of NIST-certified Neutral Density Filters.
• Able to consistently generate stable plumes for VEE observation.
• Clear and precise in the test forms and documents we use.
• Comprehensive in our Initial Classroom Lecture.
• Flexible in offering training at your facility.

Regulation EPA-600/477-027b Section 3.12.1.2.2-4 cites, “…it is recommended observers attend the
classroom training at 3-year intervals to review proper field observation techniques and method changes…”

NORTHWEST OPACITY CERTIFICATION
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Jntroduction
The Federal opacity standards for various industries are
found in 4OCPR Part 60 (Standards of Performance for
New and Modified Stationary Sources) and 40 CFR Part
61 and 62 (Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants). These standards require the use of Reference
Method 9 or Reference Method 22, contained in Appendix A of Part 60, for the determination of the level or
frequency of visible emissions by trained observers.
In addition to the plume observation procedures, Method
9 also contains data reduction and reporting procedures
as well as procedures and specifications for training and
certifying qualified visible emission (VIZ) observers.
State Implementation Plans (SIPS) also typically include
several types of opacity regulations, which in some cases
may differ from the federal opacity standards in terms of
the opacity limits, the measurement method or test procedure, or the data evaluation technique. For example,
some SIP opacity rules limit visible emissions to a specified number of minutes per hour or other time period
(time exemption); some limit opacity to a certain level
averaged over a specified number of minutes (time averaged): some set opacity limits where no single reading
can exceed the standard (instantanous or “‘cap”). Regardless of the exact format of the SIP opacity regulations. nearly all use the procedures in Method 9 for
conducting VE field observations and for training and
cenifying VE observers. The observation procedums contain instructions on how to read the plume and record
the values, including where to stand to observe the plume
and what information must be gathered to support the
visible emission determinations. Thi validity of the VII
determinations used for compliance or noncompliance
demonstration purposes depends to a great extent on how
well the field observations are documented on the VE
Observation Form. This field manual will stress the type
and extent of documentation needed to satisfy Method 9
requirements.

Federal opacity standards and most SIP opacity regulations are independently enforceable, i.e., a source may be
cited for an opacity violation even when it is in compliance with the particulate mass standard Thus, visible
emission observations by qualified agency observers serve

as a primary compliance surveillance tool for enforcement of emission control standards. In addition, many
federal and SIP regulations and construction and operating permits also require owners/operators of affected facilities to assessand report opacity data during the initial
compliance tests and at specified intervals over the long
term.

Regulated sources may be subject to stiff penalties for
failure to comply with federal and state emission standards, including opacity standards. Civil and administrative penalties of up to $25,000 per day per violation
can be assessedunder the Clean Air Act (CM). States
and local agencies are encouraged under Title V of the
CM to have program authority to levy fines up to $10,000
per day per violation. Therefore, visible emission determinations for compliance demonstration or enforcement
purposes must be made accurately and must be sufficiently well documented to withstand rigorous examination in potential enforcement proceedings, admiitrative
or legal hearings, or eventual court litigation.
Produd
errors or omissions on the visible emission
evaluation forms or data sheets can invalidate the data or
otherwise provide a basis for questioning the evaluation.
only by carefully following the procedures set forth in
Method 9 (or any other reference method) and by paying
close attention to proper completion of the m Observation Form can you be assured of acceptanceof the evaluation data.
The purpose of this simplified manual is to present a
stepby-step field guide for inexperienced VE observers
who have recently completed the VIZ training and certification tests on how to conduct VE observations in accordance with the published opacity methods. The basic
steps of a well-planned and properly performed VE inspection are i.Uust.tatedin the inspection flow chart (see
Figure 1). This manual is organized to follow the inspection flow chart Sections of the reference methods that
must be carefully observed or followed during the inspection are highlighted. Method 9 and Method 22 are
reprinted in full in Appendix B and Appendix C respectively. A recommended field VE Observation Form, ineluded in Appendix A, may be copied or modified for
field use.
It should be noted that much of the information presented in this simplified field manual has been derived
f&m a number of previously published technical guides,
manuals. and reports on Method 9 and related opacity

.

U.S. Bureau of Mines in the early 1900s in their efforts
to improve coal combustion practices. It has beeu used
extensively ever since by industry and control agencies to
assessand control emissions.
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Ringelmann

Of Opacity

Early History
The first smoke evaluation system evolved from a concept developed by MaximilIian Ringelmann in the late
18Oqs. Ringehnann realized that black smoke from coalfired boilers was the result of poor combustion efficiency.
Darker smoke meant poorer efficiency, and to measure
the darkness of the smoke, Ringelmann devised a chart
with four different black grids on a white background. At
a. distance of at least 50 feet, the grids on the chart
appear as shades of gray. By matching the shade of a
smoke plume with the apparent shade of a grid on the
chart, Ringelmann was able to classify emissions. With
this information, he could adjust the fuel-to-air ratio of a
furnace to increase efficiency and decrease the smoke.
The Ringelmann Chart was adopted and promoted by the

3

Ringelmam

methods. For more detailed information on Method 9
and the application of Method 9, please consult the list
of publications at the end of this manual.

A Brief History

INCOMPLETE
COMBUSTION

2
Chart

1

Period

By 1910. many larger municipalities had adopted the
Ringelmann Chart into their health and safety reguIations in an attempt to control smoke as a nuisance. To
prove a violation of a nuisance code, it was necessary to
prove that:
l
l

The smoke was dense
The smoke was a nuisauce

Between 1914 and the 1940s. the courts recognized that
smoke could be regulated under the police power of the
state, and a regulatory agency no longer had to prove
that the smoke was a nuisance. The U.S. Surgeon General declared that smoke and other air pollutants were
not only a nuisance but a health hazard in 1948 after a
series of air-pollution-related deaths in Donora, Pennsylvania This set the stage for federal regulations and the
control of air pollution to protect the public health.
3
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Equivalent

’

Opacity

In the 1950s and 1960s Los Angeles added two major
refinements to the use of visible emissions as a tool for
controlling particulate emissions. The Ringelmann method
was expanded to white and other colors of smoke by the
introduction of “equivalent opacity.” Equivalent opacity
meant that the white smoke was equivalent to a
Ringelmann number in its ability to obscure the view of
a background. In some states, equivalent opacity is still
measured in Ringelmann numbers, whereas in others the
O-to 100~percent scale is used. Also, by training and certifying inspectors using a smoke generator equipped with
an opacity meter, regulatory agencies ensured that certified inspectors did not have to carry and use Ringelmann
cards.
In 1968, the Federal Air Pollution Control Office published AP-30. Optical properties and Visual Effects of
Smoke-Stack Plumes, describing the accuracy of a smoke
reader’s observations compared to a tmnsmissometer. AP30 also discussed the effect on opacity observations when
a plume is viewed with the sun in the wrong place relative to the source.

Method 9
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) stopped using Ringelmann numbers in the New Source performance
Standards when the revised EPA Method 9 was promulgated in 1974. All NSPS visible emission limits are
stated in percent opacity units. Although some state
regulations (notably California’s) still specify the use of
the Ringelmann system for black and gray plumes, the
national trend is to read all emissions in percent opacity.
EPA conducted extensive field studies on the accmacy
and reliability of the Method 9 opacity evaluation technique when the method was revised and repromulgated
in response to industry challenges concerning certain
NSPS opacity standards and methods. The studies showed
that visible emissions can be assessedaccurately by prop
erly trained and certXed observers. Two central features
of Method 9 involve taking opacity readings of plumes at
Wsecond intervals and averaging 24 consecutive readings (6 minutes) unless some other time period is specified in the emission standard (some NSPS specify a
3-minute averaging period).

and hazardous waste incinerators. Visible emissions standa& are also applied extensively in controlling fugitive
emissions ‘km both industrial processes and non-process dust sources such as roads and bulk materials storage and handling areas. Often there are no convenient
accurate stack te’sting methods for measurement of emissions from unconfined sources other than opacity methods.

Method 22
Since EPA promulgated Method 22 in 1982, it has become an important tool in the conaol of visible emissions. Method 22 is a qualitative technique that checks
only the presence or absence of visible emissions. Method
22 or a similar method is often used in the regulation of
fugitive emissions of toxic mater&. Unlike with Method
9, Method 22 users don’t have to be certified. However,
a knowledge of observation techniques is essential for
correct use of the method. Therefore, Method 22 requires the observer to e trained by attending the lecture
and field practice session of the Method 9 smoke school.

Opacity Measurement
Principles
The relationships between light transmittance, plume
opacity, and Ringelmann numbers are presented in Table
1.

Table

1.

Comparison

of Ringelmann

Number,

Plume

Opacity, and Light Transmittance
Plume opacity emission standards and requirements rethe mainstay
of federal, state, and local enforcement efforts. Today, more visible emission observers are
certified annually than at any time in the past. This
certification rate will continue to increase with the increase of federal and state regulations on industrial processesand combustion sources such as municipal, medical,

main

A literal definition of plume opacity is the degree to
which the transmission of light is reduced or the degree
to which the visibility of a background as viewed through
the diameter of a plume is reduced. In simpler terms,
opacity is the obscuring power of the plume, expressed in

percent. In physical terms, opacity is dependent upon
transmittance (I/I) through the plume, where IO is the
incident light flux and I is the light flux leaving the
plume along the same light path. Percent opacity can be
calculated using the following equation:

and creating a high .bii (positive error) in opacity readings. On the other hand, when the sun is properly
oriented in relation to the plume and the plume color is
identical with the background color, observers will generally have diffculty distinguishing between the plume
and the background.

Percent opacity = (l-U(I) x 100.

Variables Influencing
Observations

Opacity

Method 9 advises:
The appearanceof a plume as viewed by an observer
depends upon a number of variables, some of which
might be controllable and some of which might not
be controllable in the field
The factors that influence plume opacity readings include particle density, particle refractive index, particle size distribution,
particle color, plume
background, pathlength, distance and relative elevation to stack exit, sun angle, and lighting conditions.
Particle size is particularly significant; particles decrease
light transmission by both scattering and direct absorption. Particles with diameters approximately equal to the
wavelength of visible light (0.4 to 0.7 pm) have the greatest scattering effect and cause the highest opacity. For a
given mass emission rate, smaller particles will cause a
higher opacity effect than larger particles. You should
note that particles in the size range of 05 pm to 8 pm
which typically causemost of the plume opacity, are also
in the respimble range and are designated as PM,, particles.
Variables that might be controllable in the field arc luminous contrast and color contrast between the plume
and the background against which the plume is viewed.
These variables exert an influence on the appearanceof a
plume and can affect an observer’s ability to assign opacity values accurately. For example, when either contrast
is high, the effect of the plume on the background is
more evident and opacity values can be assigned with
greater accuracy. When both contrasts are low, such as
in the case of a gray plume on an overcast cloudy day.
the effect is low and negative errors will occur. A negative error is when the observer under-estimates the true
opacity of the plume.
An example of high luminous contrast is a black plume
against a light sky. Two objects of the same color could
show up against each other because of differences in
lighting levels or light direction. This effect is particularly important when the sun is behind a plume, thereby
making the plume more luminous than the background

The line-of-sight pathlength through the plume is of particular concern. Method 9 states:
...the observer shall, as much as possible, make his observations from a position such that his line of vision is
approximately perpendicular to the plume direction, and
when observing opacity of emissions from rectangular
outlets (e.g., roof monitors, open baghouses, noncircular
stacks), approximately perpendicular to the longer axis
of the outlet.

If the line of sight varies more than 18’ fiorn the perpendicular, a positive error greater than 1 percent occurs. As
the angle increases, the error increases. When observing
plumes from conventional sources, observers should stand
at least three stack distances away from a vertically rising plume to meet this requirement. When observing
plumes from fugitive so&es, which are rarely perfectly
round and are strongly affected by the wind, observers
must take care to meet this requirement.
5

studies also showed that positive error is reduced by increasing Ihe number of observations in either averaging
time or in number of averages. Both techniques improve
the accuracy of the method.

Method 22

Measurement

.

Error

All measurement systems have an associated error, and
Method 9 is no exception. As a result of field trials
conducted at the time Method 9 was promulgated, the
error levels at two confidence intervals for white and
black smoke using Method 9 were determined. The
method states:
.Foc black plumes (133 sets at a smoke generator)
lOO.percent of the sets [average of 25 readings] were
read with a positive error of less than 7.5 percent
opacity; 99 percent were read with a positive error of
less than 5 percent opacity.
For white plumes (170 sets at a smoke generator,
168 sets at a coal-f& power plant, 298 sets at a
sulfuric acid plant), 99 percent of the sets were read
with a positive error of less than 7.5 percent opacity;
95 percent were read with a positive error of less
than 5 percent opacity.
.
This means that during these field trials 100 percent of
the b&k,plumes and 99 percent of the white plumes
were nQ@verread by more than 75*percent opacity. In
other Gords, there is only a l-percent chance that an
observer will exceed the error on a white plume and no
chance that an observer will exceed the error on a black
plume. Negative biases due to low-contrast observation
conditions will often further offset the &@vational error.
Ninety-nine percent of the black plumes and 95 percent
of the white plumes were read within 5 percent opacity.
This means that an oveneading occurs only about once
in 20 readings. Again, negative biases that result from
poor observation conditions (low plume-to-tjackground
contrast) reduce the positive observational error.
Later field studies have shown slightly higher observation errors, but they are still within the 7.5~percent opacity measurement error at two confidence intervals. These
6

Method 22 is used in conjunction with emission standands
or work practices in which 11pvisible emissions is the
stated goal. This is frequently the case with fugitive
emission sourcesor sourceswith toxic emissions. Method
22 differs from Method 9 in that it is qualitative rather
than quantitative. Method 22 indicates only the presence
or absence of an emission rather than the opacity value.
Thus, many of the provisions of Method 9 that enhance
the accuracy of the opacity measurement are not necessary in Method 22 determinations. Method 22 does not
require that the sun be the light source or that you stand
with the sun at your back In fact, for reading asbestos
emissions regulated under NESHAP Subpart M, you are
directed to look toward the light source to improve your
ability to see the .emission. Under Method 22, the duration of the emission is accurately measured using a stop
watch. Table 2 on the following page compares major
features of Method 9 and Method 22.

Table 2. Comparison

Of Methods 9 & 22

Method 9

Method 22

Applicability

Any NSPS and SIP sources
with an opacity standard,
such as 20 percent.

NSPS and SIP fugitive and
specified flare sources with a
‘no visible emission’ standard.
No opacity level can be
specified.

Measurement

The method determines
value of the opacity
measured.

Certification

Observer must demonstrate
the ability to measure plumes
in the field every six months.

qbserver ls not required
participate
in field
certification.

Lecture

Observer is not required to
attend a lecture program.

Observer must be able to
demonstrate
knowledge.
A
lecture is advised, but reading
material is acceptable.

;edi~i;;riss.sxzh~,~ut

From 15 feet to 0.25 mile.

the

i
Distance

From

Source

The method determines the
existence of a plume but not
the opacity.
to

clear view of the emissions.

Viewing

Angle

k’
+g;
9. -‘,:
‘I :

.
.

Light Source

Observer views the plume
from a position that minimizes
the line of sight through the
plume to minimize positive
bias.
The sun is implied as the light
source and it is required to be
. at the observer’s back
.

Observer
plume.

simply observes the

Light sources other than the
sun are acceptable
but must
be documented.
The light

must be at least 100 lux. but, ti
is not required to be at the
observer’s back.
diewing

Times

‘Momentary
obs&vation
every
-1.5 seconds for a period
determined
by the standard.
Each observation
is recorded.
,

Continuous viewing with
observer rest breaks every 15
to 20 minutes. The observer
times the emissions with a
stopwatch
and records the
duration of emissions.
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Records Review
Standard Visible Emission Inspection
The standard VE observation starts with a review of the
source records on the emission point of interest. This
initial review of the records can prevent considerable
confusion and lost tune in the field. You might not have
the opportunity to make the review before the inspection,
in which case the documentation should be completed
after the review. The following paragraphs describe the
items that should be checked.

ditions are often placed in the permit. Also, any negoti- .
ated compliance orders or agreements pertaining to the
source may contain references to opacity standards and
compliance methods or other written procedures.
Previous observations that have been made by the source,
your agency, or another agency should be reviewed. Check
for photographs of the source, and make copies to take
on the evaluation to help in identifying emission points,
performing observations in a consistent manner, and
documenting changes in plant equipment.

The regulatory requirements and compliance status of
the emission point are critical. To use the correct measurement method and the correct data-reduction technique, you must know which regulations apply.

Review any available videotape to get a feel for the site
and the emissions. VF Observation Forms from previous inspections should be evaluated to determine whether
steam plumes or other unusual conditions exist. Check
inspection reports for viewing conditions or locations.

You must determine whether the emission point is regulated under federal New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS), the State Implementation Plan (SIP), special permit conditions, or compliance order/agreement conditions.
You must check each potentially applicable regulation: if
you do not, you might use the wrong test method or
data-reduction method. You cannot rely entirely on the
Method 9 procedure in Appendix A of 4OCFR Part 60.
If the source is NSPS- regulated, special procedures or
other modifications could be included in the emission
standard for a specific source category.
SIP regulations often stipulate procedures that vary from
Method 9, eveh though Method 9 or a similiar method is
referenced in the SIP regulation. These variances could
be in the observation procedures, in certification requirements,.or in the data-reduction technique. The Ksecond opacity values could be reported as time duration
(time aggregation), or as shorter or longer averages than
6 minutes, or as the number of individual values above a
“cap” (not to exceed rules). You should check the applicability of the standard to the specific process unit,
and you should also check for exempt operating conditions, such as start-up, malfunction, and shutdown.
Another source of information regarding the applicable
standards as well as observation and data reduction procedures for a source is the operating permit. Special con8

Maps and plot plans are often found in the agency source
file, which will help you in determining good obsewation positions and their access. Time can be saved by
using the maps and plot plans and calculating the sun’s
position at different times of the day.
Emission test reports are a good source of data on the
stack height, source type, and compliance status with
other regulations such as mass emissions regulations.
Stack temperature and moisture content can be used to
determine whether a steam plume could potentially be
present on the day of your observation using the technique described in the EPA Quality Assurance Handbook, Volume III, Section 3.12.
Some emission reports have data on particle size distribution. Thii information is useful when observing a
plume. Small Particles impart a bluish haze to a plume,
because the particles scatter blue light preferentially. The
test data might reveal whether there are condensableemissions in the gas stream. This information is helpful in
determining whether any residual plume is due to, yater
or to a complex plume reaction.
Stack test reports usually contain descriptions of control
equipment and their operating conditions. This information is useful in determining whether there is potential
for a water condensation plume to form

Timer

Lastly, fill in a sample VE Observation Form with the
data that you have collected so that you have a ready
reference when you go into the field. It is also useful to
copy a map onto the back of the field forms you plan to
use to help locate or verify the exact observation point.

Reverse Observations
Sometimes, you must make VE observations before a
formal record review. Impromptu observations are often
necessary when an opacity event is discovered. In this
case, you will not have time for an extensive pre-inspection data review. Document what you can determine
accurately in the field and complete the documentation
as soon as possible after the observation. Visible emissions records used in court are treated as evidence under
the principle of past recollection recorded. This means
that you wrote it down while it was stiII fresh in your
mind. If you must change an entry due to new knowledge
obtained in the file review:

During a VE observation, it is necessary to time the 15
second intervals between opacity readings. You have a
choice between using a watch or dedicated timer. The
best practice is to attach two dedicated timers to your
clipboard. Liquidcrystal-display timers are preferred because of their accuracy and readability. Use one timer to
determine the start and stop times of the observation and
the other timer to provide a continuous display of time to
the nearest second You can set most stick-on timers to
run from 1 to 60 seconds repeatedly. A timer with a
beeper that sounds every 15 seconds is recommended for
use in some industrial locations, because you can then
pay attention to your surroundings and your safety and
not the timer.

1. Draw a thin line through the error
WITHOUT OBLITERATING IT.
2. Write the correction above it in ink.
3. Initial and date the change.

Equipment
Method 9 does not contain any special requirements or
specifications for equipment or supfilies; however, certain equipment is necessary to conduct a valid observation that will withstand the rigors of litigation. Other
equipment, though optional, can make the collection of
high-quality data easier. This section gives specifications, criteria or design features for the recommended
basic VE equipment.

Clipboard

And Accessories

You should have a clipboard, several black ballpoint pens
(medium point), several large rubber bands, and a s&icient number of VE Observation Forms to document any
expected and unexpected observations. Use black ballpoint pens so that completed forms can be copied and
still remain legible over several reproduction generations.
Rubber bands hold the data form flat on the clipboard
under windy conditions and hold other papers and blank
forms on the back of the clipboard. Use observation forms
that meet EPA Method 9 requirements. Sample forms
that have been extensively field tested are provided in
Appendix A.

Compass
A compass ia needed to determine the direction of the
emission point from the spot where you stand to obsesve
the plume and to determine the wind direction at the
some. Select a compass that you can read to the nearest
2’. The compass should be jewel-mounted and Iiquidfilled to dampen the needle’s swing. Map-reading compasses are excellent for this purpose. Because you must
take the magnetic declination for your area into account
when you take the reading, you should consider investing in a compass that allows presetting the declination.
9

Clinometer

Topographic

Maps

United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5-minute topological maps are a practical necessity for serious opacity work From these maps you can determine your exact
location, true north, distances, accessroads, latitude, longitude, magnetic declination, relative ground height, and
background features. You also can use these maps to
calibrate rangeflnders. If you am planning an inspection,
photocopy the section of the map that shows the facility
on the back of your observation form. Laminate the fullsized map for field use and to allow for temporary marking with dry erasable pens.

Rangefinder
If you do not have a topographic map of the area, you
will need a rangefinder. Even with a map, a rangefinder
is useful in field work. The two types in general use are
the split-image and the stadiomehic rangefmders. The
split-image type uses the technique of superimposing one
image over another to determine the distance. ‘Ihe most
useful models for most opacity work have a maximum
range of about 1,000 yards. To use the stadiometric
rangefinder, you must know the height or width of an
object at the same distance as the object of interest.
Stadiometric rangefinders are lighter and more compact
than split-image rangefinders. Split-image rangefinders,
although inherently more accurate, are more likely to
become uncalibrated if bumped during transport. ‘Ihe
accuracy of either type of rangefinder should be checked
on receipt and periodically thereafter with targets at
known distances of approximately 1QOmeters and 1,000
meters. Any rangefinder must be accurate to within 10
percent of the measurement distance.

.

You will need a clinometric &vice for determining the
vertical viewing angle. For visible emission observation
purposes, it should be accurate within 3O. Many suitable
devices are available in a wide range of prices, including Abbney levels, pendulum clinometers, and sextants.
Abbney levels use a bubble in a curved tube to determine
the angle with an accuracy of lo to 2”. ‘Ihe pendulum
clinometer is the cheapest and has an accmacjl of about
2’ when used properly. It consists of a protractor and a
plum bob. A sextant is very accurate but more expensive,
and you will need to know the position of the actual
horizon.

Sling Psychrometer

-

If there is a potential for the formation of a condensed
water droplet “steam” plume, you will need a sling psychrometer to determine the temperature and relative humidity of the atmosphere. The sling psychrometer consists
of two thermometers. accurate to OST, mounted on a
sturdy assembly attached to a chain or strap. One thermometer has a wettable cotton wick surrounding the bulb.
Thermometer accuracy should be checked by placing the
bulbs in a deionized ice water bath at OOC.Electronic
models that use newly developed solid state sensors are
also available and do not have to be slung. Electronic
models are simpler to use but require tedious periodic
calibration using standard salt solutions.
Sling Psychrometer
iq

.

Dry Bulb
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Binoculars
Binoculars are helpful for identifying stacks, searching
the area for emissions and interferences, and helping to
characterize the behavior and composition of the plume.
Binoculars are designated by two numbers, such as 7 x
35. The frost number is the magnification and the second
is the field of view. Seiect binoculars with a magnification of 8 or 10 (8 x 50 and 10 x 50 are standard
designations). The binoculars should have color-corrected
coated lenses and a rectilinear field of view. Check the
color correction by viewing a black and white pattern,
such as a Ringelmann card, at a distance greater than 50
feet. You should see only black and white: no color
rings or bands should be evident Test for rectilinear
field of view by viewing a brick wall at a distance greater
than 50 feet. There should be no pincushion or barrel
distortion of the brick pattern. Plume observations for
compliance purposes should not he made through binoculars unless you are certified with binoculars.

reproducing the actual appearanceof the plume than pho-.
tography. In tetis of resohnion, video is poorer than
film. The hest video systems for opacity work include
High 8 and Super VHS. Each gives 400 Lines of resolution. Edited tapes have near broadcast quality and are
excellent for research and court work Regular VHS or
regular 8 resolution is poor and duplicates are even worse.
Select the highest quality videotape available for your
system. Set and use the automatic date and tune feature
when taping, title each shot in the field, and narrate
while taping. A sturdy tripod is as necessary as a good
camera.

Field Operations

35 MM Camera And Accessories
Perimeter
Use a camera to document the presence of emissions
before, during, and after the actual opacity determination
and to document the presence or lack of interferences.
Photographs document the specific stack that is under
observation but do not document the exact opacity. Select a 35mm camera with through-the-lens light metering, a %acro” lens or a 250 to 350~mm telephoto lens,
and a 6-diopter closeup lens (for photographing the photo
logbook). A photo logbook is necessary.for proper documentation. An example of a photo log is provided in
Appendix A of this maruraL Use only fresh color negative film with an ASA of approximately 100. You can
get first-generation slides or prints from negatives. The
first photograph is of the log, identifying the time, date,
and source. Log each photograph when you take it, The
last photograph is of the completed log. Instruct the processor not to cut the film or print roll so that you can
refer to the photo log at the end of the roll to identify
each photograph.

Survey

Before making your observations you need to determine
the correct viewing position for the source beiig monitored, and you must also identify any potential interferences. You will need to select backgrounds, detexmme
the wind direction, and determine the position of the sun
relative to the source. You also should look for unlisted
sources at this time. If you do not consider each of these
items, the observation could be invalid.

Determine Sources
First, determine the sources of visible emissions at the
facility and identify the specific source that you are going to observe. Record the source identification on the
field data sheet. Next identify any potential interferences
near the source for example, other visible emission plumes
from nearby sources, fugitive dusts from work activities
in the line of sight or obstructing buildings.
Lastly.
identify any other sources that are unlisted but visible.

Determine The Position Of The Sun

.

Method 9 states:

Video
Video is an excellent tool for opacity work Because of
the wider tonal range of video, it does a better job of

The qualified observer shall stand at a distance sufficient
to provide a clear view of the emissions with the sun
oriented in the 140 sector to his back.
This means that a line’from the sun to the observer and a
line from the observer to the observation point in the
plume must form an angle of at least 110 degrees. This
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will place the sun in the required cone-shaped 140 degree sector. The purpose of this rule is to prevent forward scattering of light transmitted in the plume. Forward

scattering enhances the plume visibility and creates a
positive bias in measurement results. In fact, every viewing requirement of the method is designed to prevent
positive bias.

Determine
Evaluate

The Point In The Plutie
’

To

Method 9 provides excellent guidance on the selection of
the spot in the plume to observe. This guidance is presented in several sections and, unless the method is read
in its entirety, the information can be confusing. The
following extractions from Method 9 address what to
consider in selecting the point in the plume for the observation.

Method 9 states:
2.3 OBSERVATIONS

Use a compass to determine the position of the sun in
terms of true north. Remember to correct the compass for
the magnetic declination at the site which might be different from that at your office location. When you position yourself initially you will position the sun in a 140
degree sector to your back when you face the source. Use
the sun location line on the form for this initial check
Now you must determine whether the vertical location of

Opacity observations shaU be made at the point
of greatest opacity in that portion of the plume where
condensed water vapor is not present.
This is the first and most significant criterion.
two elements that must be adhered to:

It has

You must read opacity at the densest portion of
the plume
There cannot be any condensed water vapor at
the point of observation
If there is no condensed water droplet plume, you can
read at the densest part of the plume. If there is a
“steam” plume, sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 explain how to
implement the rule.

the sun is acceptable. This is especially true under one or
more of the following conditions:

Method 9 states:
2.3.1 ATTACHED

l

You are observing a talI stack
The sun is high overhead

l

You are observing the plume high in the sky

l

STEAM PLUMES

When condensedwater vapor is present within the plume
as it emerges from the emission outlet, opacity observa-

In the summer the sun can be as high as or higher than
60” in the sky during the solar noon (1 p.m.) at most
locations in the United States. If this is the case and the

tions shall be made beyond the point in the plume at
which condensed water vapor is no longer visible. The
observer shall record the approximate distance from the
emission outlet to the point in the plume at which the

plume observation point is only 15’ in the vertical, the

observations are made.

combined vertical angle (from the observation point to
the observer to the sun) will violate the vertical requirements because the total of the vertical plume angle and
the vertical sun angle is at least 75’ (which is less than
the 110’ specified minimum).
Finally, the horizontal
and vertical angles have a combined effect. If the sun is
the sun is high overhead, or if,the observation point is
high, or if the observation point is high and the sun is

close to the edge of the acceptable position, the final
angle will probably be unacceptable.
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Read

Here
I

You must be sure that the condensed water aerosol has
reevapomted and is not enhancing the opacity of the
particulate matter in the plume. If the relative humidity
is high, water will hang on to particulate matter, and if
the particulate matter is hygroscopic, the water could
. hang on at lower humidities. Either are unacceptable for
a valid observation. You can observe the plume from the
other side looking into the sun to determine where there
‘is a real break point in the steam plume. Do not look into
the sun when observing for record.
Method 9 states:
2.32 DETACHED STEAM PLUMES
When water vapor in the plume condenses and becomes
visible at a distinct distance from the emission outlet, the
opacity of emissions should be evaluated at the emission
outlet prior to the condensation of water vapor and the
formation of the steam plume.

Some opacity regulations might not be applicable to
sources with consensing hydrocarbon plumes if the intent of the emission standard was only to control primary
particulate emissions detected by the emission control
system. An example is the case of “blue haze” plumes
from asphalt concrete batch plant+. which have been determined to be exempt from the NSPS opacity requirement.

Document The Point In The Plume
Where The Reading Was Taken
You must document on the data sheet the point in the
plume that you selected for the opacity reading. This
location should be documented in terms of distance from
the stack and in relative terms to any condensed water or
steam break You can be sure that you will be challenged
later on this issue if there is reason to suspect that the
plume has a high moisture content or condensable emissions.

Check For Direction

Of Plume wave1

Method9 states:
IThe VE observer should]...make his observations from a
position such that his line of vision is approximately
perpendicular to the plume direction.
(Note: The word “shall” has been changed to“ should”
in this subsection.)
lf the steam plume is detached, you have two choices:
l
l

Read before the steam forms
Read after it evaporates

SL

It is easy to choose between these options if you remember that “observations shall be made at the point of greatest opacity” is your primary rule. If the plume is denser
before the steam plume forms, read there. If the plume is
denser after the steam plume evaporates, read there, unless there are specific directives to the contrary.
Certain complex plumes--those with high condensable
loadings or secondary reactive products--might present
problems in determining where to read the plume and
how to interpret the results. This is where your homework comes in. From the permits or emission test data
you should have a good feel for the material being emitted. Some materials that have a strong affinity for water
might retain water far longer than others. Also, if the
ambient air humidity is high, there is less potential for
water to evaporate from particles. Ln either of these cases,
condensed water droplets containing particulate contaminates could’ mimic particulate matter. Other cases that
require caution are those in which condensed hydrocarbons are the principle component of the visible plume.

If you are observing the plume, you should be at least
three effective stack heights away from the plume. (The
effective stack height is the vertical distance between the
point where your horizontal line of sight intersects the
stack and the point in the plume where the observation is
to be made.) The intent is to keep within 18” of the
perpendicular to the plume. If the plume is horizontal,
make sure that your line of vision is approximately perpendicular to the plume at the point of observation. Again,
the line of sight should be within 18Oof a perpendicular
to the plume line of travel. The reason for standing
approximately perpendicular to the plume when making
the VE determination is to use the shortest pathlength
through the plume, which will result in the most conservative estimate of plume opacity.
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,Adjust Your Field Location If
Necessary
.
After picking the point in the plume to observe, you
must recheck that you are in the correct position relative
to the sun and that point. If you ate not, move. Recheck
each of the same factors at the new field position and
move again if necessary. Do not start observations until
all the factors conform to the regulations. It might be
necessary to come back at a different time of day to get
all the observation conditions acceptable.

There is a comment section for each minute of observation. Use these comment sections to document events
that affect the validity of the observation, such as interferences or reasons for missing readings. Document
changes in your position or plume color.
When you conclude your observation session, record the
stop time in the appropriate section. Fill in the section
on observer and affiliation. Sign and date the form.
Enter the requested information

concerning

your last cer-

tification. A completed VE Observation Form is found
on the next Rage.

Calculations
Performing The Observations

Method 9 Data Reduction

Compared to the preliminary activities, observing the
plume is easy. You will be filling out the upper left
section of the form fmt. Fill in the observation date in
the appropriate space on the form. Fii in the start time
when you make the fmt observation. Use the H-hour
clock to avoid confusion with am. and p.m. and indicate
the time zone. For example, 10~30 am. Eastern Daylight Time should be recorded as 1030 EDT, 230 p.m.
Eastern Daylight Time should be recorded as 1430 EDT.

Method 9 states:

Method 9 states:

This means that you can select any set of 24 sequential
values to construct your final average. The best practice
is to construct a screening average (rolling average) of
each possible average in the data set and then select the
data combinations that you want to calculate. In an hour
of observations with no dam gaps there ate 227 potential
averages. Computer programs are available for this calculation or you can construct a spreadsheetwith a rolling
average to perform the calculation. If you are simply
determining noncompliance, you can often scan the data
to determine a data set that appears to violate the standard.

Tbe observer shall not look continuously at the plume,
but instead shall observe the plume momentarily at 15
second intervals.
Watch your timer and look up at the plume only momentarily at the 0-, 15, 30-, and 45second intervals. It
takes only a few seconds to record your observation on
the form. Record your observations in j-percent opacity
intervals unless the permit or regulation specifies otherwise. Continue until you have made the required number of observations. Method 9 usually requires at least 24
observations for a complete data set. Good measurement
practice is to take more than the bare minimum required,
and it might be necessary to take more than one data set
to defend the observations against litigation in some
courts.

Opacity shaIl be determined as an average of %I consecutive observations...
Divide the observations recorded’on the record sheet into
sets of 2A consecutive observations. A set is composed of
auy 24 consecutive observations. Sets need not be consecutive in time and in no case shall two sets overlap.

The set does not have to start at the beginning of a
minute; it can start at any point in the observation data.
Often this is the difference between compliance and noncompliance.
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Method 9 states:
For each set of 24 observations, calculate the average by
summing the opacity of the 24 observations and dividing
this sum by 24.

the first-generation copy and all subsequent copies will
be of lower print quality. As stated earlier in thii manual,
the visible emission observation form is usually introduced as evidence in enforcement litigation under the
principle of “past recollection recorded.” This means
that you made entries on the form ,while they were fresh
in your mind A five-minute review at this time can Save
hours later.

Complete The Form
A simple mean is calculated for each data set and each
mean is compared to the standard. If any correction is
made for pathlength, it must be made before calculating
the average.

If an applicable standard specifies an averaging time requiring more than 24 observations, calculate the average
for aU observations made during the specified time peliod.
Federal &ndards and SIP opacity regulations sometimes
contain averaging times other than 6 minutes. EPA’s
policy is that if the SIP regulation does not clearly specify
an averaging time or other data-reduction technique, the
6-minute--average calculations should be used. EPA is
currently in the process of providing additional methods
to cover alternative averaging times.

Time-Aggregation

Any additional enties made after you sign the form must
be dated and initialed. Failure to document changes
properly makesthe observations subject to challenge. Even
the markout might have to be explained in a deposition
or in court.

Standards

Time-aggregation standards are generaly stated in terms
of an opacity limit that is not to be exceeded for more
than a given time limit, such as 3 minutes, over a total
period, &$@s 1 hour. The usual technique is to count
the numb&of observations that violate’the standard during the observation period. Multiply the number of vi+
lations by 15 seconds to get the total number of seconds
in violation and divide by 60 to get the number of minutes of violation. Compare the answer to?* standard.
EPA is in the process of promulgating metho& that will
allow for time-aggregation calculations.
-

Data Review

Method 9 warns:
-are recorded on a field data sheet at the time opacity
readings are initiated and completed.

Method 9 states:

.

As soon as possible, gather the missing information and
complete the form. Do not sign the form until you have
completed all entries you intend to complete.

.

‘1

Quality Assurance Audit
If the form is used as proof of compliance or of violation
in a permit application or of agency enforcement action,
a third party should review the document in detail. The
following sections describe the elements of a minimal
audit.
After each item on the form is checked, you should compare related data items for consistency. For example, check
if:
l

Field Data Check

,

Before you leave the field, look over the form carefully.
Start at the bottom right-hand section and work your way
up, following the form backwards. Make sure that each
section is* either filled out correctly or is left blank on
purpose. AU entries should be legible. Remember, this is
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l

l

The wind direction arrow in the sketch agrees
with the wind direction recorded in the text section of the form.
The final signature date is consistent with the
observation date.
The time of day is consistent with the sun position.

.

Compare the date of the observation at the top of the
form with the date of the certification at the bottom of
the form. The observation date must be after the certification but no more than 6 months after.

HorizontaI sun angle is the easiest to check.
Compare the direction to the measurement point with the
position of the sun at that time of day. If the sun
location line on the suggestedform is used, this should
be easy. If the line looks right, you must still check it
against the north arrow in the sketch. You can check
the sun location for accuracy using the US Naval
Observatory ICE program or solar tables. If all these
records are reasonable, you can calculate the horixontal angle. The angle must be at least 118. Next,
check the vertical sun angle. Add the vertical angle
of the observer’s line of sight to the vertical line of
sight to the sun. The total of these two angles must be
less than 70”.

Method 9 has specific requirements for recording information regarding the emission source or point observed
and the field conditions at the time of the observation.
Check to see whether the following information is pro
vided on the VE Observation Form:
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Name of the plant
Facility and emission point location.
Type of facility.
Observer’s name and affiliation.
. Date and time of observation.
Estimated distance to the emission location.
Approximate wind direction.
EstimatedwindDescription of the sky conditions (presence and
color of clouds).
Plume background.
Sketch of sun, source, and observer positions.
Distance from the emissiin outlet to the point in
the plume at which the observations are made.
24 observations (unless other criteria exist).

If any of these items is missing, it wiI.l be pointed out in
a deposition, or in a motion before the court, or to the
judge when you are on the wimess stand.

Compliance with sun angle
regulations isone of the most
difficult items to audit accuxately because of inadequate
documentation. The angle cteated by the line of sight of
the observer and the line from the sun to the observer
must be at least 110”. This places the sun in the 1409
cone-shaped sector to the observer’s back Sun angle has
both horizontal and vertical components, and both must
be reviewed.

Lastly, both horizontal and vertical angles must be
combined to get the resultant angle. This requires
solid trigonometry. Commercial computer programs
exist that perform the task. As a general rule, if the
total vertical angle is less than W and the horizontal
angle is above 1300, the resultant angle should be
acceptable. Otherwise, the observation is suspect,.

fn order to assure that the sight line was approximately perpendicular to the direction of plume travel,
the slant angle should be less than 18’. Use the
distauce from the stack and the effective stack height
to determine the angle. If the plume was horixontal
at the point of observation, check the sketch for the
direction of plume travel. Then check to see if the
plume direction and wind direction are reasonable.

Check to see that the plume -was observed along a
line of sight perpendicular to the long axis of the vent
if the vent is not circular. This is important when
observing fugitive emissions. Sources such as storage piles. dusty roads, roof monitors, and ships’ holds
are difficult to observe properly because of this

requirement. In many cases you must reach a compromise between the axis of the source and the axis of the
plume. If the reading is not made from a position nearly
perpendicular to the plume, you should look at the final
opacity and determine whether correcting the data for
pathlength will still give the same final result in terms of
compliance status.

Were observations made at 1%second intervals or in
compliance with the applicable regulations?

Was the emission observed at a point where there was no
condensed water? If the form indicates the presence of a
steam plume, pay special attention to the point in the
plume where the observation was made. Does it make
sense in relation to instructions given in sections 2.3,
2.3.1, and 2.3.2 of the Method 9? Check the ambient
temperature and relative humidity, if available. If the
temperature is low or if the relative humidity is high
(over 70 percent), consider the possibility of a steam
plume that does not evaporate easily. If the data are
available, model the steam plume using the technique in
EPA Quality Assurance Handbook, Volume III, Section
3.12. When you use this model you must recognize that
The charts were developed from steam tables to
represent the conditions in an ideal closed system,
and the atmosphere is not an ideal closed system.
The tables do not consider the presence of particulate matter or condensation nuclei.

Were a minimum number of observations made with no
data gaps? If data gaps exist, am they explained? If an
average was calculated with a data gap, what value was
assigned to the dam gap? What is the reason for selecting the value?

Check for possible interferences. Obstacles in the line of
sight or other emission plumes in front of or behind the
plume being monitored create interferences that must be
avoided or noted on the data form. Review the sketch
for other vents, stacks, or sources of fugitive emissions
that might cross the line of sight or co-mingle with the
plume being evaluated and create a positive bii in the
observations. Compare any photographs to the sketch.
The sketch should indicate the backgrounds and their
relative distances. If mountains or other distant objects
are used as a reading background, check if haxe is indicated in the background section. This will potentially
create a negative bias in the opacity readings. Also, note
in the comments section beside the observation whether
interferences were reported. Lastly. check the additional
information section and the data section for comments
regarding haze or other interferences.

18

The temperature of the emission gasesis an average of at least a onehour emission test and does
not necessarily represent a steady-state condition
in the stack.
The moisture content entered into the calculation
is an average of at least one hour and might not
be representative of the plume conditions over a
shorter time frame. The chart does not recognize
that the plume might not be uniform in moisture
concentration and that some portions of the plume
might be at supersaturation.
The tables do not consider the presence of hygro
scopic particulate matter that could attract and
hold onto water by lowering its vapor pressnre.
The chart is best used by constructing a line with an
error band that recognizes the associated error in measurement of each of the input parameters. It should be
assumed that no water plume forms only if the error
band does not approach the dewpoint.

Are the calcuhitions in compliance with the mgnhttion?
Does the regulation require averaging over a time period
other than 6 minutes? Does it require time aggregation?
Is the math correct? Was the highest average determined? Is there data showing noncompliance in excess
of the regulation in terms of opacity and time?

Verify that no interferences or extenuating circumstances
existed during the observation that would make the opacity values not representative of actual conditions or otherwise invalidate the observation.

Depending upon the potential use of the form, it may be
wise to have an additional third party audit the form.
After completing the second audit, compare the results of
the two independent audits and resolve any outstanding
difficulties.
. .

. .

.
,
C

Further Readings
Field Observation

.

Procedures:

Quality Assurance Handbook for Air Pollution Measurement Systems: Vol. III Stationary source Specific Methods,
Section 3.12 - Method 9 Visible Determination of Opacity of Emissions from Stationary Sources, EPA 600/4-77027b. February 1984.
Guidelines for Evaluation of Visible Emissions:
Materials, EPA 340/l-75-007, April 1975.

Certification,

Field Procedures, Legal Aspects and Background

Guide to Effective Inspection Reports for Air Pollution Violations, EPA 340/l-85-019,

September 1985.

Instructions for Use of the VE Observations Form, EPA 340/l-86-017.

Observer Raining

and Certification:

Self-Audit Guide for Visible Emission Training and Certification Programs, EPA 455/R-92-005.
Technical Assistance Document
83-011.

Quality Assurance Guideline for Visible Emission Training Schools, EPA 600/4-

Course 325 - Visible Emission Evaluation:

Opacity Evaluation

Student Manual, EPA 455/B-93-01 la, Jauuary 1994.

Methods:

Optical Properties and Visual Effects of Smoke&a&

Plumes, AP-30, Revised May 1972.

Evaluation and Cohborative Study of Method for Visual Determination of Opacity of Emissions from Stationary
Sources, EPA 650/4-75-009, January 1975.
Measwement of the Opacity and Mass Concenlxation of Particulate Emissions by Transmissometry, EPA 650/Z-74128, November 1974.
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llarotiuction
(a) Many stationary sources discharge visible
emissions into the atmosphere; these emissions
are usually in the shape of a plume. This method
involves the detetmination of plume opacity by
qualified observers. The methods includes proce
dues for the training and certification of obsetven and procedures to be used in the field for
determination of plume opacity.
01) The appeamnce of a plume as viewed by an
observer depends upon a number of variables,
some of which may be controllable in the field
Variables which can be controlled to an extent to
which they no longer exert a significant influence
upon plume appearance include: angle of the ob
server with respect to the plume; angle of the observerwithrespecttothestnupointofobserWion
of attached and detached steam plume: and angle
of the observer with respect to a plume emitted
from a rectangular stack with a large length to
width ratio. The method includes specific criteria
applicable to these variables
(c) other variables which may not be conttouable
in the’ field are lm
and color contrast
between the plume and the ba&gmu& against
which tire plume is viewed. These variables exert
illliIlflU~UpOUthe
vofaphnneas
viewedbyanobserverandcanaEecttheabilityof
the observer to assign accmatelyopacityvahlesto
the observed plume. Studies of the theory of
plume opacity and field studies have de.rnonsuamd
that a plume is most visible and presents the
greatest apparent opacity when viewed against a
co&g
background Accoukngly. the opacity
of a plume viewed under conditions where a contrasting background is present can be assigned
with the greatest degree of accuracy. However,
thepotentialforapositiveenwrisalsothegreatest
when a plume is viewed under such contrasung
conditions. Under. conditions fnesenting a less
contmsting background, the apparent opacity of a
phrmeislessandapproachesxeroasthecolorand
luminescence contrast decmase toward zero. As a
result, significant negative bias and negative errurscanbemadewhenapl~eisviewedunder
less contrasting conditions. A negative bias decmasesratherthanincreases the possibiity that a
irkcomctly cited for a violaphUt0peratorWillbe
tion of opacity standards as a result of observer
error.

(d) Studies have been undertaken to determine the
magnitude of positive errors made by qualified observers while reading plumes under contrasting conditions
and using the pmcedums set forth in this method. The
results of these studies (field trials) which involve a
total of 769 sets of 25 readings each are as follows:
(1) For black plumes (133 sets at a smoke generator),
100 percent of the sets were read with a positive error
of less than 75 percent opacity; 99 percent were read
with a positive error of less than 5 percent opacity.
(Note: For a set, positive error = average opacity
detemiued by observers’ 25 observations -average
opacity determined from uansm&ometer’s 25 recordings.)
(2) For white plumes (170 sets at a smoke generator,
168 sets at a coal-tied power plant, 298 sets at a
sulfuric acid plant>, 99 percent of the sets were read
with a positive error of less than 7.5 percent opacity:
95~tweFereadwithapositiveerroroflessthan
5 percent opacity.
(e) The positive observational error associated with an
average of twenty-five readings is therefore estab
lished. lIteaccmacyofthemethodmustbetakeninto
account when determining possible violations of apphcable opacity standa&.

L Principle And Applicability
Ll Principle. The opacity of emissions !iom stationarysourcesisdemrminedvisuallybyaqualifiedobsel-va.

L2 Applicability. This method is applicable for ti.
determmation of the opacity of emissions from stationary sources pursuant to fj 60.11(b) and for visually
deteaminhg opacity of emissions.
2. Procedures
lbeobserverquaIifiedm
accordance with section 3 of
this method shall use the following procedutes for visualiy determhing theopacity of emissions.

2.1 Position. The qualikd observer&all

standata
distance sufficient to provide a clear view of the emissions with the sun oriented in the 140” sector to his
back. Consistent with maintaining the above require
merit, the observer shall, as much as possible, make
his observations from a position such that his line of
vision is apptoximaMy perpendicular to the plume
direction and, when observing opacity of emissions
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fmm rectangularoutlets(e.g.*roof monitols.open
baghouses,noncircular stacks), appnximately perpendicular to the longer axis of the outlet. The
observer’s line of sight should not include more
than one plume at a time when multiple stacks are
involved, and in any casethe observershould make
his observationswith his line of sight perpendicular
to the longer axis of such a set of multiple stacks
(e.g., stub stackson baghouses).
22 Field Records. ‘Ihe observer shah record the
name of the plant. emission location, facility type,
observer’s name and affiion, a sketch of the ob
server’sposition relative to the so-, and the date
on a field data sheet (Figure 9-l). The time, estimated distance to the emission location approximate wind direction, estimated wind speed,
deXziption of the sky condition (presenceand color
of clouds), and plume backgroundare mcorded on a
field data sheet at the time opacity readings are
initiated and completed.
23 observations. opacityobtxxwionsshallbe
madeatthepointofgreakstopacityinthatportion
oftheplumewhetecondensedwatervaporisnot
pnxentm The observershah not look continuously at
the plume but instead shah observe the plume me
mentarily at 1QecondintezMs.
23.1 At&ached Steam Plumes. When condensed
watervaporisptesentwithintheplumeasitemerges fkom the emission outlet, opacity observatiaos
shall be made beyond the point in the plume at
which condensedwater vapor is no longer visible.
ne0bserv~shallrec0rdtheapplroximatedistance
fmm the emission outlet to the point in the plume at
which the observationsate made.
2.32 Detached ste!am Plume. when water vapor
in the plume condensesand becomes visible at a
distinct distance from the emission outlet, the opacityofemissionsshouldbeevahuuedattheeznission
outlet prior to the condensation of water vapor and
the fotmation of the steamplume.
2.4 Recording Observations. Opacity obscrvationsshallbemconiedtotheneamst5percentat
15-second intervals on .an observational record
sheet. (See Figure 9-2 for an example.) A minimutn of 24 observations shall be tecora Each
momentary observation mcorded shah be deemedto

representthe averageopacity of emissions for a 15secondperiod.
25 Data Reduction. Opacity shaIl be deuzmined
as an averageof 24 consecutive obsetvationsrecorded at 15second intervals. Divide the observations
recordd on the record sheetinto setsof 24 consecutive observations. A set is composedof any 24 consecutive observations Sets need not be consecutive
in time and in no case shall two sets overlap. For
each set of 24 observations,calculate he averageby
summing the opacity of the 24 observationsand dividingthissumby%.
Ifanappkablestatxkd
specifies an averaging time requiring more than 24
obsemtions, calculate the average for all observations made during the specified time pdxL Record
the averageopacity on a record sheet. (SeeFigure 91 for an example.)
3. Qdfication

and Testing

3.1 Certification Requirements, To receive ccrtificationasaqualitiedobsesver,acandidatemustbe
testedanddemonscrate theabilitytoassignopacity
readingsin5~mt
incrementsto2sdifferent
black plumes and 25 different white plumes, with an
enornottoexceed15petcentopacityonanyone
reading and averageerror not to exceed7.5 petcent
opacityin~category.candidalesshaube~
accmlingtotheproceduFesdescribedinSection3.2
Smoke generatotsused pursuant to Section 3.2 shall
be equipped with a smoke meter which meets the
mquirements of Section 33. The certification shah
bevalidforaperiodof6months,atwhichtimeme
quaUc&onproceduremustbempeatedbyanyobserver in order to retain certification.
32 Certification Procedure. The certi!?cation test
consists of showing the candidate a complete run of
50 plumes-25 black phunes and 25 white plumesgcxmated by a smoke genemtor. Phnnes within each
setof25blackand25whitenmsshallbepmsemed
in tandem order. The candidate assigns an opacity
valuetoeachplumeandrecordsh.isobservaGonona
suitable form. At the completion of each run of 50
madings,thescoreofthecandidateisdetenn&d.
If
a candidate fails to qualify, the complete run of 50
readings must be mpeated in any retest. The smoke
testmaybeadministeredaspattofasmokeschoolor
tminingprognunandmaybeprecededbyuainingor
.. .
-on
runs of the smoke generator during
which candidatesare shown black and white plumes
of hewn opacity.

33 Smoke Generator Specifications. Any
smoke generatorused for the purposesof Section
3.2 shall be equipped with. a smoke meter installed to measureopacity across the diameter of
the smoke generatorstack. The smoke meter output shall display in-stack opacity based upon a
pathlength equal to the stack exit diameter, on a
full 0 to 100 percent chart recorder scale. The
smoke meter optical designand performanceshall
meet the specifications shown in Table 9-1. The
smoke meter shah be calibrated as prescribed in
Section 3.3.1 prior to the conduct of each smoke
reading test At the completion of each test, the
zeroandspandriftshallbecheckedandifthe
drift exceeds *I pcem opacity, the condition
shall be ccmcti prior to conducting any subsequent test runs. The smoke meter shall be dernonstrated at the time of insWati0~ to meet the
specifications listed in Table 9-l. This demonstration shall be repeated following any subsequent repair or replacement of the photocell or
associatedelectronic circuitry including the chart
recorder or output meter, or every 6 months,
whichever occurs first.
33.1 Calibration. The smoke meter is calhatexl after allowing a minimum of 30 minutes
warmupbyahematelyproduciisimulatedopacityofOpercentand1OOpement.
Whenstable
responseatOpercentor1OOpercentisnotedthe
smoke meter is adjusted to produce an output of 0
percent or 100 percent, as appqniate. This cahbrationshallberqeateduntilstableOpementand
lOOpementopacityvaluesmaybepmduc&by
alternately switching the power to the fight source
on and off while the smoke genemtor isnotm
ducing smoke.
33.2 *Smoke Meter Evaluation. The smoke
meter design and performance aretobeeval~
as follows:
333.1 Light Source. Verify from manufacturer’s data and from voltage measurementsmadeat
thelamp,asinstall~thatthelampisopemted
within FY percent of the nominal rated voltage.
3333 Spectral Response of Photocell. Verify
from manufacturer’s data that the photocell has a
photopic reqonse; i.e., the spectral sensitivity of
the cell shall closely approximate the standard
spectral-luminosity in (b) of Table 9-1.

332.3 Angle of View. Check construction geometry
to ensure that the total angle of view of the smoke
plume, as seen by the photocell, does not exceed Ho.
ThetotalangleofviewmaybecalculaMfrom:B=2
tan-’ (cU2L). where & = total angle of view: d = the
sum of the photocell diameter + the diameter of the
limiting aperture;and L = the distance from the photo
cell to the limiting aperture. The limiting aperture is
the point in the path behveen the photocell and the
smoke plume where the angle of view is most restricted In smoke generatorsmoke meters this is normally
an orifice plate.
33.2.4 Angle of Projection. Check construction geometry to ensure that the total angle of projection of
the lamp on the smoke plume does not exceed 15”.
The total angle of projection may be calculated i%ortu
I? = 2 tan’ (&2L), where fi = total angle of projection;
d=thesumofthelengthofthelampfihunent+the
diameterofthelimitingapertute;andL=thedistance
from the lamp to the limiting aperture.
33.25 Calibration Error. Using neutraldensity filtexsofknownopacity.checktheermrbehveenthe
actualrlqNmseandthetheoletical~msponseof
the smoke meter. This check is accmnplisbedby first
calibratingthesmokemeteraccor&ngtoSection33.1
andtheninsmtingaseriesofthmeneunaMensityfilters of nominal opacity of 20.50, and 75 percent in the
smoke meter pathlength. Filters calibrated within 2
percentshallbeused.
Careshouldbetakenwhen
insating the films to prevent stray light from affecting the meter. Make a total of five nonconsecutive
readings for each filter. The maximum error on any
cmereadingshallbe3percentopacity.
33.2.6 Zero and Span Drift. lkwmine the zero
and span drift by calibrating and operating the smoke
generator in a normal manner over a l-hour period.
Thedriftismeasuredbycheckingthezen,andspanat
theendofthispetiod.
33.2.7 ResponseTime. Determine the responsetime
by producing the seriesof five simulated 0 percentand
100 percent opacity values and observing the time required to reach stable response. Opacity values of 0
percent and 100 percent may be simulated by alternately switching the power to the fight source off and
on while the smoke generatoris not operating.

’

Table 41.

Smoke Generator

Design And Performance

Specifications

Specification

Parameter
a. Light source

Incandescant lamp opexated at nominal rated voltage

b. Spectral response of
photocell

Photopic (daylight spectral respcme of the human eye
-Citation 3)

c. Angle of view

15 l/2 maximum total angle

d. Angle of projection

15 l/2 maximum total angle

e. Calibration emr

+ 3 8 opacity, maximum

f.

+l%opacity,3Ominutes

zemandspandlift

g. Responsetime

+5seumds

.

.
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Appendix

C

Method 22 - Visual Determination
of Fugitive Emissions from
Material Sources and Smoke
Emissions from Flares

22 Principle. Fugitive emissions produced during
marerid processing, handling, and transfer operations
or smoke emissions from flates are~visually determined by an observerwithout the aid of instruments.

1. Introduction
1.1 ‘IIis method involves the visual determination of fugitive emissions,i.e., emissionsnot emitted directly from a processstack or duct. Fugitive
emissions include emissions that (1) escapecapture by processequipment exhaust hoods; (2) ate
emitted during ma&al transfer, (3) are emitted
from buildings housing material processing or
handling equipment; and (4) are emitted directly
from processequipment this method is usedalso
to determine visible smoke emissions from flams
usedfor combustionof wasteprocessmater&s.

3. Definitions
3.1 Emission Frequency. Percentage of time that
emissionsare visible during the observationperiod,
3.2 Emission Time. Aczcumulatedamount of time
that emissions are visible during the observation period.

13 This method determines the amount of time
that any visible emissions occur during the observation period, i.e., the accumulated emission time.
This method does not require that the opacity of
emissions be demnnined. Since this pmcedum
r’equim only the detenn&tion of whether a visibleemissionoccutsanddoesnotrequirethe&
termination of opacity levels, * observer
~cation
acczordingto the pmcedm of Method 9 are not mquired However, it is nectxq
that the observer is educated on the general
pmcedtqfordetr
* . gthepmsenceofvisible
emissions. Asaminimum,theobservermustbe
trained and knowledgeable regarding the effects
ai the visibility of emissions caused by background contrast, ambient lighting, observer position relative to lighting, wind, and the pmsenceof
uncombined water (condensing water vapor).
lltistrainingistobeobtainedfromwrittenmaterids found in Citations 1 and 2 in the Bibliography or from the lecture portion of the Method 9
cemficationcourse.

3.3 Fugitive Emissions. Pollutant generated by an
affected facility which is not collected by a capture
systemattd is releasedto the atmosphere.
3.4 Smoke Emissions. Pollutant genemtedby combustion in a 5are and occurring immediately downstnxim of the flame. Smoke occuning within the
flame, but not downstream of the flame, is not considered a smoke emission.
35 Observation Period. Accumulated time peziod
during which obsemtions are conducted, not to be
less than the period specikiedin the applicable regulation.
4. Equipment
4.1 Stopwam
Accumulative type with unit divisions of at least 05 secon& two required.
4.2 Light Meter. Light meter capable of measuring
ill&e
in the 50 to 200-lux range, required for
indoor obsemationsonly.

2. Applicability And Principle
5. Procedure
2.1 Applicability.
5.1 Position. Survey the affected facility or building
or structure housing the pmcess to be observed and
detemninethe locations of potential emissions. If the
affected fidity is located inside a building, determine
an observation location that is consistent with the xequkments of the applicable qulation (Le., outside
,observaton of emissions escaping the building/structure or inside observation of emissionsdirectly emitted
from the affected facility process unit). Then select a
position that enablesa clear view of the potential emission point(s) of the affected facility or of the building
or structure housing the affected, as appropriate for the

21.1 This method applies to the demrmmation of
. the f3txpmq of fugitive emissions f&m stationary sources (located indoors or outdoors) when
specified as the test method for detamining cornphance with new sourceperformance staridards.
2.12 This method also is applicable for the determination of the frequency of visible smoke emissions from flares.
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applicable subpart A position at least 15 feet, but
not more than 0.25 miles, from the emission source
is recommended. For outdoor locations, select a
position where the sun is not directly in the observer’s eyes.
52 Field Records.
53.1 Outdoor Location. Record the following
information on the field data sheet (Figure 22-l):
Company name, industry, processunit, observer’s
name, observer’s affiion, and date. Record also
the estimakd wind speed,wind direction, and sky
conditions Sketch the pmcessunit being observed,
and note the observerlocation relative to the source
andthesun. Indicaterhepotentialandactualemission points on the sketch.
52.2 Indoor Location. Record the following information on the field data sheet (Figure 22-2):
Company name, industry, process tmic observer’s
name, obsewrb af3ihtinn and date. Recod as
appropriate the type, locati0~ and intensity of lightingontbedatasheet. Sketchthejmessmitbdng
obsmved,andnoteobserverlocationrelativetothe
source. indicate the potential and actual fugitive
emissionpointsonthesketch,
53 Indoor Lighting Requirements. for indoor
locations, use a light meter to measum the level of
illuminationatalocationasclosetotbeemission
sources(s)as is feasible. An illumination of greater
than 1OOlux(1Ofootcandles)iscons&&ne4zessary for proper application of this method.
5.4 Observations. Recoil the clock time when
obsvations begin. Use one stopwatch to monitor
the dumtion of the observation period; start this
stopwatch when the observation period begins. If
the observation period is divided into two or more
segments by process shutdowns or observer test
breaks, stop the stopwatch when a break begins and
restart it without mseuing when the break ends.
Stop the stopwatch at the end of the observanon
period- The accumulated time indicated by this
stopwatch is the duration of observation period.
When the observation pediod is completed record
period, conthe clock time. During the o-on
tinuously watch the emi&ion source. Upon observing an emission (condensed water vapor is not
considered an emission), start the secondaccumulative stopwatch, stop the watch when the emission

stops. Continue this procedure for the entire observation period. The accumulated elapsed time on this
stopwatch is the total time emissions were visible
during the observationperiod, i.e., the emission time.
5.4.1 Observation Period. Choose an obsewarion
period of sufficient length to meet the reqirements
for de&mining compliance with the emission regulation in the applicable subpatt. When the length of
the observation period is specifically stated in the
applicablesubpart,it may not be necessaryto observe
thesourceforthisentireperiodiftheemissiontime
quited to indicate noncompliance (based on the
specifiedobsen&on period) is observedin a shorter
time period, In other words, if the regulation prohii
its emissions for mom than 6 minutes in any hour.
then obcxmmionsmay (optional) be stoppedafter an
emission time of 6 minutes is exceeded. Similarly,
whentheregulationisexpFessedasanemissionfrs
quency and the regulation prohibits emissions for
greaterthanlOpercentofthetirneinanyhour,then
observations may (optional) be terminated after 6
minutesofemissionamobscrvedsince6minutesis
1Opeacentofanhour. Inanycase,theobservation
periodshallnotbelessthan6minutesindumtion.
Insomecases,theproc&operationmaybeintermittemorcyclic. Insuchcases,itmaybeconvenient
for the obsemationperiod to coincide with the length
oftheptocesscy&
5.4.2 Observer Rest Breaks. Do not observeemissionscontimrouslyforaperiodofmorethan
15to2O
minutes without taking a rest break. For sources
requir@observationperiodsofgreaterthanu)minutcs,theobsf3vcrsbaIltakeabreakofnotlessthan5
minutes and not more than 10 minutes after every 15
to 2Ominutes of observation. If continuous observationsaredesimdforextendedtimeperiods,twoobsemem can alternate between making o-ons
andt2hgbnas.
5.43 Visual Interference. Occasionally, fugitive
emissionsfnnn sourcesotherthantheaffectedfacility (e.g., road dust) may prevent a clear view of the
affected facility. This may ptuthhdy bea problem
duringperiodsofhighwind.
Iftheviewofthe
potential emission points is obscumd to such a degree that the observex questions the validity of continuing observations, then the observations are
temmtd, and the observer clearly notes this fact
onthedataform.

55 Reading Observations. Record the accumulated time of the observationperiod on the data
sheet as the observation period duration Record
the accumulatedtime emissionswex observedon
thedatasheetastheemissiontime.Recordthe
clock time the observation period began and ended, as well as the clock the any observer breaks
beganand ended.
6. Calculations
If the applicable subpartrequires that the emission
rate be expressed as an emission frequency (in
percent). determine this value as follows: Divide
the accumulaled emissiontime (in seconds)by the
duration of the observation period (in seconds)or
by any minimm observation period rquired in
the applicable subpart, if the actual observation
periodislessthantherequ&dperiod,andmulriply this quotient by 100.
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FOREWORD
EPA Reference Method 9, as published in 40 CFR Part 6 0 in 1974,
included a field data sheet and an example observational record sheet
which can be used to record visible emission determinations made by
qualified observers. Field experience gained from extensive use of
Method 9 eventually lead to the development of a more efficient and
practical visible emission field observation form. The form described in
this document is recommended for recording and reporting Method 9
visible emission determinations conducted for the purposed of
demonstrating compliance or non compliance with air pollution control
standards and regulations. The form includes not only the data
required by Method 9, but also more descriptive information on
observation conditions which might be needed to settle questions of
data interpretation or representativeness.

IuSTWUCTluNS FOR USE OF
THE VISIBLE EMISSION OBSERVATIUN FOM

Feaeral Reference Cethoa 9 - Vi sual betermination of the Opacity of Emissions
from Stationary Sources (Feaeral Register 39 39872, hovember 12, 1974) requires
the recording of certain specific ir~formationi n the f i e l a docunentation of a
v i s i b l e mi ssi on observation. The requi rea information i ncl udes the name of
The plant, the emission location, the type of facil i t y , the observer's name
and a f f i l iation, the date, the time, the estimated distance t o the emission
location, the approximate wind direction, the estimated wind speed, a
description of the sky conditions, the pl m e background, i n addition t o a
mi nirnum of 24 opacity observations.
Fi el d experience gained from past use o f Method 4 i n determining compl iance of
sources subject t o opacity standards has aemonstrated a need for additional
docmentation when maki ng v i s i bl e m i ssi ons (VE ) ~ b s ~ r v a t i o n s .The attached
Visible Emission Observation F O ~ ~was
I I developed t o a s s i s t i n the collection of
i nfonnation requi red by Method 9 and suggested adaiti onal information. The
form was developed a f t e r a review of the opacity fonns i n use i n EPA Regional
Offices and State and local a i r qua1 i t y control agencies. The form includes
not only the data required by Method 9, b u t a1 so more aescri ptive information
on observation condi t i ons.
The Visible Emission Observation Form as designed is a three-part form; the
top copy (original goes t o the agency f i l e s , the second copy i s for the YE
observer's f i l e , and i t i s intended t h a t the t h i r d copy be given t o the
appropriate facil i t y personnel immediately f o l l owi ng the on-si t e fie1 d
observation i f t h i s i s the agency policy or procedure. The forms are numbered
s e r i a l l y w i t h a 5-digit ntnnber and each copy of the three part form i s
imprinted w i t h the same nmber. The form shoula be completed on-site and
signed by the observer. I t i s recomrnenaed t h a t water proof black ink always be
used w i t h these forms.
The Visible Emission Observation Fonn (see Figure 1) can be functionally
divided i n t o 10 major sections, w i t h each section docunenting one or two.
aspects of the opacity determi nation. &I "aaditi onal i nformati on" section i s
included for notation of relevant information not covered elsewhere on the
form. Spaces for temporal change entries (e.g. " s t a r t " "endu and the
"comments" section of the data s e t ) are used t o recori new information when the
observation conditions cnange d u r i n g the observation period.
The f o l l owing gui del i nes ai scuss the major sections and each data element found
on the VE Observation Form. T h i s includes a short explanation of each
section's purpose, an explanation of each data element, a description of the
type of information being sought, and in some cases, exampl es of appropriate
e n t r i e s . L~iscussionsare iteyed t o Figure 1 by corresponaing capital l e t t e r s ,
ana starred items indicate t h a t the information i s required by Method 9.
Separate companion forms including a company notification recora and sheets for
data reduction cal cul a t i ons are being prepared t o accompany the YE Observation
Forrrl. To t i e a1 1 tnese forms together, a1 1 companion forms will include a
space for recording the 5-digit nmber(s) of the YE Observation Fornl(s) t o
which they re1 ate. Lach companion form w i 11 be accompanied by a s e t of

i n s t r u c t i o n s , which 1i k e t h e i n s t r u c t i o n s which f o l l o w , w i l l aaaress each aata
e l entent on t h e form and w i l l i n c l uae exmpl es o f appropriate e n t r i e s .
A.

CWPANY ILENTIFICATIO~. Provides information t h a t uni quely i a e n t i f i es t h e
company and pennits the ooserver t o l o c a t e o r make c o n t a c t w i t h the
company.
1

[ COMPANY NAME
STREET ADORESS

PHONE (KMCONTACT)

SOURCE ID NUMBER

-

Company Name*
I n c l u d e the f a c i l i t y ' s complete name. For p o s i t i v e i d e n t i t l c a t l o n o t tne f a c i l i t y , t h e parent company name, d i v i s i o n , o r subsidiary name
should be included.

-

S t r e e t Address*
I n d i c a t e t h e s t r e e t adaress o f t h e f a c i l i t y ( n o t t h e mail i n g
auaress o r the home o f f i c e aaaress) so t h a t t h e exact physical l o c a t i o n o f the
source i s ~nown. I f necessary, t h e m a i l i n g aaaress o r home o f f i c e address may
be 1 i s t e a e l sewhere.

-

Phone (Key Contact)
L i s t t h e phone nunber f o r t h e appropriate c o n t a c t person
a t t h e t i i c l l ~ t such
y
as the p l a n t manager o r environmental o f f i c e r .

-

Source I B Number Thl s space i s yroviaed f o r the use o f agency personnel ana
may oe used t o enter rhe nunber the agency uses t o i d e n t i f y t h a t p a r t i c u l a r
source, such as the State f i l e nunbet, Compl iance Data System number, o r
k a t i o n a l M i s s i o n bata System nunber.

B.

PkOCESS AND CUNTkOL UEVICE TYPE. Includes a several-word d e s c r i p t o r o f t h e
process ana c o n t r o l aevice, in d i c a t i o n o f c u r r e n t process operati ng
capacity o r moae, and operational s t a t u s o f c o n t r o l equipment. Note: This
section, i n p a r t i c u l ar, in c l uaes i n f o r m a t i o n t h a t w i 11 probably have t o be
obtained from a p l a n t o f f i c i a l
EPA personnel asking a p l a n t o f f i c i a l f o r
i n f o r m a t i o n requires the approval o f WE!, an a c t i v e case i n v e s t i g a t i o n , o r
a prominent disc1 aimer t h a t t h e o f f i c i a l i s under no o b l i g a t i o n t o answer.
S i nce a f a c i l i t y may consider t h e i r production r a t e o r otner process
information as p r o p r i e t a r y , the inspector s h a l l speci f i c a l l y inform them
r h a t they have a r i g h t t o request t h a t t h i s i n f o r m a t i o n be submitted
s u b j e c t t o the c o n f i d e n t i a l ~ u s i n e s si n f o r m a t i o n p r o v i s i o n s of 40 CFK 2
Subpart 6.

.

PROCESS EWIPMENT

OPERATING MODE

CONTROL EOUIPMENT

OPERATING MODE

-

Process Equipment*
Enter a d e s c r i p t i o n whit h c l e a r l y id e n t i f ies t h e process
equlpmenr and type o f f a c i l i t y t h a t emits t h e plume o r emissions t o be read.
The d e s c r i p t i o n shoul d De b r i e f , b u t should i n c l u d e as much information as
possible, as inaicated i n the f o l l owi ng exampl es:
kequl rea by Reference l e t h o d 9; o t h e r iterns recommendea.
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-

Coal -Fi rea 01 r Llni t 4/Porler P l t
f2
1-Fi rea b l r / C h m i c a l P l ant
kooa haste Conical l n c i n e r a t o r
P a i n t Spray B o o t h / h t o P I ant
Primary Crusher a t ilock Quarry
F i berg1 ass Curi ny Oven
Reverb Furnace/Co pper binel t e r
Basic lrxygen Furnace/Steel M i 11
Cement P l ant K i 1 n

-

Operati ng Mode Depending on the type o f process equi p e n t , t h i s i n f o r m a t i o n
may vary trom a q u a n t i f i c a t i o n o f t h e c u r r e n t operating r a t e o r a d e s c r i p t i o n
o f t h e p o r t i o n of a batch-type process f o r which t h e emission o p a c i t y i s being
reaa to an explanation o f how the equipment i s c u r r e n t l y operating such as
"upset conditions," "startup," o r "shutdown,"
Vther examples i n c l u d e "90
percent capacity" f o r a b o i l e r o r "85 percent proauction r a t e " f o r t h e shakeout
ared o f a grey i r o n foundry. For a steel making furnace, e n t r i e s should
i n c l u d e the exact p a r t o f the process c y c l e f o r which reauings are being made,
such as "charging" o r "tapping."
I n most cases, t h i s i n f o r m a t i o n w i l l nave t o
be obtained from a p l dnt o f f i c i a l

.

-

Control Equipment*
Specify the type( s) o f c o n t r o l equi p e n t being used i n t h e
system a r t e r tne process equi pment i n question (e.g., 'hot-side e l e c t r o s t a t i c
precip i t a t o r "

.
Operating Mode - l n d i c a t e the manner i which t h e c o n t r o l equipment i s being
u t i l izea a t t n e time o f the opacity observations (e.g ., 1 f i e 1 a o f 8 t r i p p e d on
tSP, scrubber operating without water, shut down, o f f 1ine) and t h e operating
mode ( e.g ., automatic, manual , bypass) . Thi s i n f o r m a t i o n snoul d be obtai nea
from a p l a n t o f f i c i a l .
11

C.

EMISSIGN POINT IDENTIFICATION. Contai ns i n f o r m a t i o n uniquely i d e n t i f y i ng
t h e emission p o i n t ana i t s s p a t i a l re1 a t i o n s h i p w i t h t h e observer's
p o s i t i o n . It i s recommended t h a t distances and h e i g h t s i n t h i s section be
noted i n c o n s i s t e n t u n i t s .
DESCRIBE EMISSION POINT

HEIGHT ABWE GROUNO L N E L

HEGHT REUTNE TO OBSERVER

Smn

DSTANCE FROM OBSERVER

End
DIRECTION FROM OBSERVER

Stan

S m

End

End

-

Describe Emission Point*
Describe the type anh physical c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of
t h e m i s s i o r ~p o i n t . Ihe d e s c r i p t i o n must be s p e c i f i c enougn so. t h a t t h e
emission o u t l e t can be d i s t i r ~ g u i s h e dfrom a l l o t h e r s a t t h e source. The
d e s c r i p t i o n o f t h e type o f emission p o i n t snoula aaaress whether i t i s (1) a
speci f i c a l l y aesi gnea out1 e t such as stacks, vents, and r o o f moni t o r s ( having
confi nea emissions) or ( 2 ) an emission source having unconfi nea en~issions such
as storage p i 1 es , chemical tanks, and non-auctea materi a1 hand1 'i ng o p e r a t i ons
D e s c r i p t i o n of t n e physical c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of t h e emission p o i n t shoul d
in c l ude t h e appearance (such as c o l o r , texture, etc.) and geometry ( s i ze,
shape, e t c .) of t h e stack o r other out1 e t , and i t s 1o c a t i o n i n re1 a t i o n t o
o t h e r recogni zab1 e f a c i 1 it y 1 andmarks.

.

*

kequi r e d by Reference hethod 9 ; other items recommendea.
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m y special iaenti fication coaes the agency or source uses t o iaenti ty a
particul ar stack or o u t l e t snoul a De notea along w i t h the aescription; t h e
source of tne Code shoul a a1 so be recoraea. k special i clenti f i c a t i or1 code
shoul d not be usea alone t o oescriDe the emission point, since they are
sometimes incorrect ana a1 so require a seconadry reference. The observer must
be certain of the oribin o t the missions t h a t were being reaa. A aescription
o r the enri ssion poi f i t coup1 ea w i t h the i uenti f i c a t i on of the process equi pmer~t
alld control equipment snould accomplish t h a t purpose.
height Above Ground Level* - Inaicate the height of the stack or other eniission
out1 e t from i t s founaation base. Thi s information i s usual l y avai 1abl e trom
agerrcy f i 1es, e r ~ i n e e rniy arawi ngs, or computer pri ntouts ( such as NEDS
printouts). The information a1 so nray De obtainea by usiny a combination o t a
ranyeti noer aria an Abney 1eve1 or clineonreter. The height may a1 so be
estimateo.

-- -

Height Relative t o Observer* lnoicate an estimate of the height of the stack
o u t l e t ( o r o t any other type o t mission o u t l e t ) above the position of tne
observer. T h i s lileasurement i naicates the observer' s posi t i on i n re1 a t i on t o
t h e stack base (i
.e., higher or 1o w r triar~the base) and i s necessarj i f sl ant
angl e cal cul a t i ofis are perforoled.

-

O i stance From (roserver* Record the distance front tne point of observation t o
p
i
s measurement may oe made by using a rangefinder. A
map may also be usea t o estimate the aistance.

This measurement must be reasonably accurate when the observer i s close t o the
stack ( w i t h i n 3 stack heights) This i s because i t may be usea i n conjunction
w i t n the o u t l e t height r e l a t i v e t o the observer to determine the sl ant angle a t
which the observations were made (see Fi gure 2 ) . A precise aete,rmi nation of
t h e sl ant angle becomes important i n calcul a t i ng the positive bias inherent i n
opacity readings maae when the oDserver i s w i t h i n three stack heights of the
stack.

.

-

b i rection From Observer*
Specify the ai rection of ttre emission point from the
ODserver. I t i s i ~ i i e y t t e dt n a t t h i s be done t o the c l o s e s t of tht: eight points
of the Compass (e.g., S , SE, t4W, N E ) ana a compass be useu t o make the aeterm i nation. To accompl i sh t h i s : hol a the compass wtii 1e f aciny the emission
point; r o t a t e the compass until the tiorth compass point l i e s directly beneath
tile needl t: (whicn w i 11 be poi r l t i ng towards m a y n e t i c t h ) ; then the point of
the compass closest to t h t emission o u t l e t will i r ~ a i c a t etne airection
(Figure 3 ) . A map riray a1 so be usea t o filake t h i s aetermi nation.
b.

E ~ ~ S S I O DESCRIPTIUI~.
NS
Includes i ntormation t h a t aefi n i t e l y estiibl i shes
wnat was oDservea whil e making the v i s i b l e emi ssions oetermi nati on. Note:
l t e n ~ scalled f o r i n triis section rlray change a numoer of times d u r i n g the
observation perioa. l t i s recamenaed t h a t these changes be noted i n the
comr~reritspace besi ae the appropri a t e opaci t y readi ngs ana reference t o thi s
De maoe i n the corresponaing space i n t h i s section.

I

DESCRIBE EMISSIONS

sun

EM

I IF WATER DROPLET PLUME

EMISSION COLOR

sun

End

Anached C
POINT IN THE PLUME AT WHICH OPACITY WAS DETERMINED
Stan

Detached C

I

End

kequi rea by keference hetnoa 9 ; otner i terns recom~enaeci.
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-

Describe Emi ssions*
I n c l uae the physical c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s and behavior o f t h e
plume ( n o t aaaressed eleswnere on tne form) and t h e distance i t i s v i s i b l e .
Physical d e s c r i p t i o n s may i n c l uae such things as t e x t u r e , gradation, and
contents, exampl es are "lacy ," " f l u f f y ," "copious ," "mushroo~ning," "spreading
The stanaard p l ume
over h o r i zon ," and " uetacned nonwater vapor conaensi b l es
t e r n ~ i n o l o g yi l l u s t r a t e d i n Figure 4 may be used t o describe plume behavior.
The Dehavior i s generally used t o determine the atmospheric s t a b i l i t y on the
day o f the opacity observations.

."

-

~ o t ethe c o l o r o f the emissions. The p l m e c o l o r can
Emission Color*
sometimes oe usetul i n determining the composition o f t h e emissions ana a l so
serves t o aocument the t o t a l c o n t r a s t between the plume and i t s background as
seen by t h e opacity observer. For m i s s i o n s t h a t change c o l o r a number o f
times auring the ooservation p e r i o d (such as those from a basic oxygen
furnace), t h e c o l o r cnanges shoula be notea i n the comments space next t o the
o p a c i t y readings themsel ves.

-

Ifk a t e r Oroplet Plume*
Thi s box i s only compl etea i f v i s i b l e water dropl e t s
are present. Check "attacned" i f condensation o f t h e moisture contained i n the
plume occurs w i t h i n the stack and the water d r o p l e t plume i s v i s i b l e a t t h e
stack e x i t . Lheck "aetached" if conaensazi on occurs some d i stance downwi na
from t h e stack e x i t ana the water d r o p l e t plume and t h e stack appear t o be
unconnec tea.

P l m e s contai ning conaensed water vapor ( "water dropl e t p l umes" o r "steam
plumes" are u s u a l l y very white ana b i l l o w y , and then wispy a t the p o i n t o f
a i s s i p a t i o n , where the opacity decreases r a p i d l y from a h i g h value ( u s u a l l y
lU0fbj t o zero i f there i s no residual opacity c o n t r i b u t e d by contaminate i n t h e
p lme.
To aocument the presence o r aosence o f condensed water vapor i n the plume; two
p o i n t s must be aadressed. F i r s t , i s s u f f i c i e n t moisture present (condensed o r
uncondensed) i n the e f f l u e n t t o proauce water dropl e t s a t - in-stack o r ambient
conciitions? . Second, i f enough moisture i s present, are t h e in-stack and
ambient c o n d i t i o n s such t h a t i t w i l l condense e i t h e r before e x i t i n g t h e stack
o r a f t e r e x i t i n g (when i t meets w i t h the ambient a i r ) ? The f i r s t question can
be answered by examining the process type and/or t h e treabnent or' t h e e f f l u e n t
gas a f r e r tire process. Some common sources o f moisture i n t h e p l m e are:
o Water produced by combustion o f f u e l s,
o Water from dryers,
o Water introauced by wet scrubbers,
o k a t e r introauced f o r gas c o o l i n g p r i o r t o an e l e c t r o s t a t i c p r e c i p i t a t o r
o r other c o n t r o l aevice, and
o k a t e r used t o c o n t r o l the temperature o f chemical reactions.
Ifwater i s present i n che p l m e , data from a s l i n g psychrometer, which
r~leasuresre1 a t i ve h m i d i t y , in combination w i t h t h e moi s t u r e content and
temperature o f the e f f l u e n t gas can be used t o p r e a i c t whether rhe fonnation o f
a steam plume i s probable.

hequi rea by keferer~ceFlethod 9; otner items recommended.
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-

P o i n t i n t h e P l m e a t Which O p a c i t y was Determined*
b e s c r i b e as a c c u r a t e l y as
V o s s i o l e t t ~ eprlysical l o c a t i o r ~iII t h e p~ une sucrl af t t ~ ea i s t a n c e from t h e
e ~ rsis i o n p o i n t wnere t h e o o s e r v a t i o r ~ swere made. T h i s is necessary t o
e s t a b l istr t h a t n o t h i n g i n t e r f e r r e a w i t h t n e ooserver1s c l e a r view o t t h e
contamirrant plume i t s e l f , such as conaensea water vapor; i t i s a1 so i m p o r t a n t
in t h e case o t secondary p l me t o r m a t i on. Therefore, t h e observer . n u s t speci f y
1) i f t n e readings were nuue p r i o r t o water a r o p l e t p l m e t o r m a t i o n o r a t t e r
water a r o p l e t plume a i s s i p a t i o n ana 2 ) t h e u i s t a n c e from t h e emission p o i n t
ana/or water aropl e t p l m e . Oescri p t i o n s such as "4 f e e t above o u t l e t " arla
"110 f e e t uownstream from o u t l e t ," "10 f e e t a f t e r steam d i s s i p a t i o n " a r e
a p p r o p r i a t e . F i g u r e 5 snows some examples o f t h e c o r r e c t l o c a t i o n f o r n ~ a kng
i
o p a c i t y r e a d i ngs in v a r i o u s steam plume aria secanuary p l ume s i t u a t i o n s . -

E.

OBSERLATIUN CONDITIUNS. Covers t h e backgrouna and ambient weather
c o n a i t i o n s t h a t occur a u r i ny t h e o o s e r v a t i on p e r i od ana coul a a f f e c t
observea o p a c i t y .

I

DESCRIBE PLUME BACKGROUND
Smn
BACKGROUND COLOR

~ n d

S ~ M
WIND SPEU)

~ n d

S M
AMBIENT TEMP

End

ISM

I SKY CONDITIONS
I stan
I WIND DIRECTION
Son

End

(

WET BULB TEMP

I

EM

I

~ n d

AH, pocm~

1

-

Describe P l ume Backgrounu*
Uescrioe t h e backgrouna t h a t t n e ~ l u m ei s
o o s c u r i r ~ gand agai n s t wnich t n e o p a c i t y i s bei ny reaa. khen u'escrioiny t h e
backy rouna, in c l uae c h a r a c t e r i s t 1c s such as t e x t u r e . Exampl es o f backg rouna
a e s c r i p t i ons a r e " s t r u c t u r e behi na r o o f n ~ o nt io r ,I' !'stana o f p i ne t r e e s ," "eage
o f j a y y e d stony h i l l siae," " c l e a r b l u e sky," " s t a c k s c a f f o l a i n g , " ana
" b u i 1a i n y ouscurea by naze. "

-

background C o l o r *
Gescri be t h e oackground c o l o r in c l u d i n g t h e shaae o f t h e
c o l o r (e.g.,
new l e a f green, c o n i f e r green, aark b r i c k rea, SKY b l u e , ana l i g h t
g r a j stone). I n general, t n e background chosen t o reaa a g a i n s t should c o n t r a s t
w i t h t h e c o l o r o f t h e plume.

-

I n a i c a t e t n e p e r c e n t c l o u d c o v e r o f t h e sky. T h i s
Sky C o n d i t i o n s *
in t o r m a t i o n can be in d i c a t e a by u s i rrg s t r a i g h t percentages ( e .g.,
lu% o v e r c a s t ,
iO0S o v e r c a s t ) o r by d e s c r i p t i o n , as shown below:
Term

Amount o f c l o u d cover

<lo%

C'l e a r
Scattered
broken
Overcast

10% t o SO%
50"do 90%

>90%

-

h i na Speed*
k e c o r a t h e w i na speea.
It is recornrirenciea t n a t i t be measurea o r
e s t i m a t e u t o +5 m i l e s p e r hour. The wind speea may be measured u s i n g a
hano-he1 a arre?iiometer ( i f avai 1a u l e ) , o r i t can be e s t i m a t e u by u s i ny t i r e
b e a u t o r t Scale o f k i n a Speea E q u i v a l e r ~ t ssn'own i n T a b l e 1.

* kequi r e a oy Reference w t i l o a 9 ; o t h e r items recommended.
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TABLE 1.

THE ~ L A ~ F O RSCALE
T
OF W I M J SPEEL EQbIVAtEATS

General
aescri p t i on

L i m i t s o f vel.oci t y
33 f t (10 m) above
l e v e l ground, mph

Specifications

Unaer 1

Smoke r i s e s v e r t i c a l l y
Calm
D i r e c t i o n o f wind shown by smoke
d r i f t b u t n o t by wind vanes

1to 3

L ight

Wind f e l t on face; leaves r u s t 1 e;
o r d i n a r y vane moved by wind

4 to 7

bent1 e

Leaves and small twigs i n constant
motion; wind extends 1 i g h t f l a g

8 to 12

Moderate

Ra'i ses aust and 1oose paper ; small
branches are moved

13 t o 18

Small t r e e s i n l e a f begin t o sway;
crested wavelets form on i n l a n d waters

19 t o 24

Fresh
Large branches in motion; whi s t 1 ing
heara i n t e l egraph wires; umbrel 1as
used w i t h d i f f i c u l t y

-

I n d i c a t e the d i r e c r i o n from which t h e wind i s blowing. It i s
Wind D i r e c t i o n *
suybestea t h a t t h e d i r e c t i o n should be e s m t m e i g h t p o i n t s o f t h e compass.
T h i s can be accompl ished by observing which way t h e p l urne is b l owing. Ifthi s is
n o t possible, t h e wind a i r e c t i o n may be determined by observing a blowing fl ag o r
by n o t i n y the d i r e c t i o n a few blades o f grass o r hanaful o f dust a r e blown when
tossed i n t o the a i r . Keep i n mind t h a t the wind d i r e c t i o n a t t h e observation
p o i n t may be d i f f e r e n t from t h a t a t the f i - i s s i o n p o i n t ; t h e wind d i r e c t i o n a t t h e
emission p o i n t i s t h e one o f i n t e r e s t .

-

The outdoor temperature a t t h e p l a n t s i t e i s measured by a
Ambient Temperature*
thermometer ( 1n aegrees Fahrenheit or centigrade)
Be c e r t a i n to note which
temperature scale i s usea. The ambient temperature i s used i n conjunction w i t h
t h e wet b u l b temperature when there are i n a i c a t i o n s o f a condensing water drop1 e t
p l me.

.

-

kecora the wet b u l b temperature from the s l i n y
Wet.Bulb Temperature
psycnroneter.
in1 s i s done when there i s a p o s s i b i l i t y o f a conaensi ng water
drop1 e t p l me.

-

R e l a t i v e Humidity
Enter the r e l a t i v e humidity measured by using a s l i n g
psychrometer i n conjunction w i t h a psychrometric chart. This i n f o r m a t i o n i s used
t o determine 'fi water vapor i n the pl m e w i l l conaenst! t o form a steam p l m e .
Tk

Kequi r e d ~y lie ference lvie thod 9 ; other iterns recommenaed.

C l e a r l y i d e n t i f i e s t h e observer's
p o s i t i o n i n re1 a t i o n t u t h e emission p o i n t , p l ant 1 andmarks, topographic
features, sun p o s i t i o n , and wind a i r e c t i on.
1)BSEkYEk PCISITI(J~~
At&

F.

SOURCE LAYUUT.

Draw NOnh Arrow

SOURCE L A Y W SKETCH

0

I

Sun Loution LIM

-

Source Layout .Sketchf
This sketch shoul d be arawn as a rough p l an view and
snoul a i n c l u d e as many landmarks as possible. At t h e very 1 easr, t h e sketch
should 1ocate the re1 a t i v e posi t i o n s o f the observed out1 e t ana associated
b u i l a i n g s i n such a way t h a t they w i l l n o t be confused w i t h others a t a 1a t e r
aate, ana c l e a r l y 1 ocate t h e p o s i t i o n o f t h e observer w h i l e making t h e VE
reaaings. The exact landmarks w i l l depend on the s p e c i f i c source, b u t they
m i g h t incl ude:
o

Clther stacks

o

Stockpi1 es

o

hills

o

k a i l heaas

o

uoads

o

Tree l i n e s

o

Fences

o

background f o r r e a d i r ~ g s

o

Buildings

o

I n t e r f e r r i n g plumes from other
sources

7'0 a s s i s t i n subsequent analysis o f the reading conditions, sketcn i n .the plume
( i n u i c a t e t h e d i r e c t i o n o f wind t r a v e l ) . The wina d i r e c t i o n a1 so must be
inaicated i n tne previous section.

-

To aetermine t h e d i r e c t i o n o f north, p o i n t t h e 1 i n e o f s i g h t
braw North Arrow
Tn tne source 1 ayout sketch i n the a i r e c t i o n o f t n e actual emission p o i n t ,
p l ace tne compass n e x t to the c i r c l e and draw an arrow i n the c i r c l e para1 1e l
t o the compass needle (which p o i n t s north). A map may a1 so be usea t o t h e
aetrtrrni ne a i r e c t i on t o north.

*

keqUl rea oy keference lYlethoa

9 ; other items recommenuea.
8

S u n ' s Location - I t i s important to verify t h i s parameter before making any
opacity reaalnys. Ihe sun's location shoo1 a De within the 140' sector
indicated i n tne layout sketch; tnis confirn~st h a t tne s u n i s w i t h i n the 140°
sector to the observer's back.

To araw the sun's location, point tne l i n e of sight i n the source layout sketch
i n tne direction of the actual emission point, move a pen upright a1 ong the
"sun 1ocation 1 ine" until the shadow of the pen fa1 1s across the observer's
position. Then draw the s u n a t the point where tne pen touches the "sun
location l ine."
G.

AUDITIONAL INFORMATION. lncl udes conditions and/or deviations of a factual
nature t h a t have bearing on the opacity observations and t h a t cannot be
addressed el sewhere on the form.

I

ADDITIONAL INFOFIMATlON

Additional Information - Note conditions or aeviations of a factual nature that
cannot De aaaressed elsewhere on the form such as in tne comments section of
tne data set. These m u s t be purely factual in nature anu specific t o the
particul ar source. Exampl es of information t h a t may be included i n t h i s
section are:
o bescri ption of unusual stack configuration (to show mu1 tip1 e stacks or
stack i n re1 ation to roof l i n e ) ; attach drawing, i f necessary.
o References t o attachnents.
o Observed or reportea changes to the emissions or process during
observation t h a t are not noted i n the comments area of the form.
o Aciaitional source identification information.
h.

LATk SET. bpacity readings for the observation period, organized by minute
and second. Thi s secti on a1 so i ncl udes the actual date and s t a r t and end
times for the observation period and space next to each minute of readings
f o r noting re1 evant comments.

COMMENTS

Kequi rea ~y Reference Pkthoa 9 ; otner items recommended.
9

Observation Date*

-

Enter tne date on which t h e o p a c i t y observations were maae.

-

I n a i c a t e the times a t t h e beginning and t h e end o f the
3 t a r t Time, End Time*
a c u a l ODSerVatlon perioa. The times may be expressed i n 12-hour o r 24-hour
t i m e ( i .e., b : 3 5 a.m. o r Ub35); however, 24-hour time tends t o be l e s s
confusi ng

.

-

Data-Set* Spaces are providea on orle form for e n t e r i n g an opacity reading
every 15 seconas f o r up to a 3C1-minute observation perioa. Ifobservations
c o n t i nue beyond 3lr minutes, a second form ( a r ~ dt h i r d , etc.) shoul d be used t o
r e c o r d a d d i t i o n a l readings. The reaaings snould be i n percent opacity and maae
t o the nearest 5 percent. The *readings a r e entered from l e f t t o r i g h t f o r each
numbered minute, ~ e g i n n i n ga t the upper l e f t corner o f t h e left-hana col umn,
1" (minute 1 ) ana column "sEC G U (0 seconds). The next
l m e l e d row "MIIJ
reaaings are eriterea consecutively i n t n e spaces l a b e l e d MI14 1, SEC 15; MIN 1,
SEC 3CI; M I t i 1, SEC 45; M I N 2, SEC 0; M I N 2 , 3kC 15; etc.

I f f o r any reason, a reading i s n o t made f o r a p a r t i c u l a r 15-secona period, a
aash ( - ) should ~e placea i n the space showing t h a t t h e space i s n o t j u s t an
oversight. The comment section beside t h a t reading should be used f o r an
explanation o f why t h e reading was missed.

-

Cormtents Spaces f o r comments are proviued n e x t
o p a c i t y readings. These are intended to provide
observation conditions and/or reasons f o r missed
w i t h t h e readings themselves. Items t o be noted

t o the data f o r each minute o f
space t o note changing
readings i n d i r e c t conjunction
incluae:

o

Changes i n amDient c o n d i t i o n s from the time o f t h e s t a r t o f readings

o

Changes i n p l ume color, behavior, o r other c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .

o

Presence o f i n t e r f e r r i ng plumes fruin other sources.

o

Changes i n observer p o s i t i o n and i n d i c a t i o n t h a t a new form i s
initiated.

o

Conditions t h a t might i n t e r f e r e w i t h reaaings o r cause them t o be biased
h i g n o r low.

o

Unusual process conditions.

o

keasons f o r missed readings.

OBSEKVEk DATA.

I n f o r r ~ i a t i o nrequired to' val i d a t e t h e opacity data.

I

WERVER'S NAME (PRINT)
L

OBSERVER'S SIGNATURE

DATE

ORGANIZATION

CERTIFIED BY

DATE

-

*

Kequlrea ~y heference k t h o d 9; other items recommended.
10

-

- P r i n t observer's e n t i r e name.
Signature - Sel f-expl anatory .

observer's Name*
Observer's

Date - Enter t h e date on which t h e form was signed.
Organization*
observer.

- Provide t h e name of

t h e aqency o r carnoany t h a t emp1o.y~t h e

-

I d e n t i f y t h e agency, company, o r other organization t h a t
C e r t i f i e d By
conducted t h e "smoke school" o r VE t r a i n i n g and c e r t i f i c a t i o n course where the
observer obtained h i s/her c u r r e n t c e r t i f i c a t i o n ,
Date* - Provide t h e date of
-

J.

the current certification.

FORMS INTERELATION. Provides space f o r recordinq another VE Observation
Fonn number so t h a t fonns concerninq t h e same observation can be
interrelated.
CONTINUED ON M O FORM NUMBER

-

Continued on VEO Fonn Number F i l l i n t h e 5-di q i t number of the VE Observation
) o n , i f any, where the observations from the form i n use are continued,
Each
f o n of a s e r i e s t h a t has a form coming a f t e r i t w i l l have t h e number o f t h e
n e x t f o n noted i n t h i s section.

Required by Reference Method 9; other items recommended.
11

VISIBLE EMISSION OBSERVATION FORM

18

!%a

End

End

mMIsPEm
S r
a N

Bd

T TWP

1Sm

End

j i j

-

m
n
P

24

2s
26

n
I
29

a0

F i g u r e 1.

No.

I

i i i

I
I
I
I

I

I

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
I

l

l

I

V i sib1 e hissi on OD servation Form wi t n functional sections
i ndicated.

II

I Ib.".

OBSERVED PATHLENGTI
ACTUAL PATHLENGTH

I.

RELATIVE TO
OESERVER

DlSTANCE FROM OBSERVER

F i gure 2.

Sl a n t angle r e 1 a t i onshi ps

.

*--

OBSERVER.,

COMPASS

Figure 3 .

Uirection of observation point from observer i s WE.

F i gure 4.

kecommended pl ume behavior a e s c r i p t o r s

.

Attached steam plume.

I

AREA OF b T U M
CONDENSATION

I

Detached steam p l m e . I n some cases, i t may be necessary t o make readings a t
t h e p o i n t o f steam d i s s i p a t i o n i f t h e p l m e i s more opaque a t t h a t point.

I AREA O F S M M I

I

CONDENSATION

SECONDARY PLUME

I

I FORMATION (ACIO MIST) I

POINT Of STEAM

Plume from a s u l f u r i c a c i d p l a n t w i t h detached steam plume. Plume i s c l e a r a t
stack e x i t . Secondary a c i d m i s t i s formed i n area o f steam condensation.
F i gure 5.

Location f o r reading o p a c i t y under various condi ti ons.

VISIBLE EMISSION OBSERVATION FORM
This form is designed t o be u n d i n conjunction with EPA Method 9. 'Visual Determination of the Opacity of Emissions from Stationary
Sources." Temporal changes in emiuion color. plume water dropbt content. background color. sky conditions. o b r w e r posltion, etc.
should br noted in the commentssection adjacent to each minute of readings. Any information not dealt with e l r w h e r e o n the form should
be noted under additional information. Following ace brief descriptions of the type of information that needs to beentered on the form: for a
more datailed diacuuion of w c h part of the form. m k r to " l n s t ~ c t i o n sfor Uae of Visible Emiuion O b r w a t i o n Form."

-

' Company Name full company name. parent company or division or
wbsidary informtion. If necessary.

' S t m t Addreu

-

stmet (not mailing or home office) addreu of facility
whom VE obsewation is baing made.
Phone (Key Contact)

- number tor appropriate contact.

-

-

Operating Mode brief description of process
equipment (include type of facility) and operating rate, K capacity,
andlor mode (8.9. charging. upping. shut down).

' Control Equipment. Operating Mode
and K utflization. control efficiency.

' Deseriba Eminion Point

-

-

record wind speed: can u r Beaufort wind acale
hand-hold anemometer t o estimate.

-

'Wind Direction direction f m m which .wind is blowing: can u
compass to estimate to eight points.

Wet Bulb Temperature - can ba measured using a sling psythromete
Rebtive Humidity - can be ni.asured using a sling paychrometar: u

' Ambient Temperature in OF or OC.

Source ID Number number from NEDS. CDS. agency fik. etc.

' Proceu Equipment.

' Wind Speed

specify type of control d d c e ( s )

-

local U.S. Weather Bureau measuremenu only if nurby.

' Sourca b y o u t Sketch

-

include wind direction. sun position.
as.ociated stack& roads. and other Iandmarkato fully idantify locatic
of emiuion point and obaerwr poaition.

-

for identification purpons. atack or
emission point appearame. location. and geometry: and whether
amiuions are confined (have a apocifiilly designed outlat) or
unconfined (fugitive).

Draw North Armw to determine. point line of sight in direction
emission point. place compass beside circle. and draw in arm
parallel to compass needle.

- m c k or emiuion point height relative to

Sun's Location point line of sight i n d i m t i o n of emiuion point. mol
pan upright along sun location lin.mark Location of sun when pan
.hadow crosses the observer's poaition.

'Height Above Ground Love1

ground level: can use engineering dmwings, Abney level. or
clinometmr.

-

Height Relative to Obmwer indicate height of emiuion point relative
to the obaowation point.
'Distance From Obaonnr
mngefinder or map.

-

distance to mission point: a n urn

From O b n r w r
direction to emission point: can use
comp8u or map to estimate to eight point# of compass.

-

' Deuriba

Emissions include physical characteristics and plume
bahavior (e.g., looping, lacy. condensing, fumigating. ncondary
particle formation. distance plume visible. atc.).

-

'Emission

Color gray. bmwn. white. md. black, etc. Note color
changes in comments aection.

-

' If Water

Droplet Plume Check "attached" if water dropkt plume
forms prior to exiting stack. and "detached" if water droplet plume
fonns attor exiting stack.

-

' Point

i n the Plume at Which Opacity was Determined describe
phyaicallocation i n plume where readingswore made (8.g.. 1 ft. abow
m c k exit or 10 ft. after diuipation of water plume).

-

' Describe Plume Background object plume is mad against. include
texture and atmospheric conditions (8.g.. hmzyj.

' Background Color
' Sky Conditions

- sky Mue. gray-white. new leaf green. etc.

-

indicate cloud cover by percentage or by description
(clear. scattered. broken. overcast).
-

- -

-

Addltional Information
factual conditions or deviations n
addressed elnwhem on form.

- date obmwations conducted.
' St8n Time, End Time - beginning and end times of obaewation peric

' Obnwation Date

(8.9.. 1635 or 4:35 p.m.).

-

' Direction

-

-

' Required by Reference 9; other items recommended

' Data

-

Set percent opaciy to nearest 5%: enter from left to rig
r u r t i n g in left coiumn. U n 8 socond (third. etc.) form, if readin
continue beyond 30 minutes. Use d8sh I-) for madings not mac
explain in adjacent comments nction.

-

Comments note changing obnwation conditions. plume charact
eristics. and/or masons for m i u e d readings.

-

' Obaower's Name print in full.
Observer's Signature, Date
obnwation.

- sign and date after

performing

-

' Organization o b r w e r ' s employer.

' Certified By, Date - name of "smoke

school" certifying observer

date of most recent certification.

-

'

Continued on VEO Form Number note the 5-digit number of the
Obmwation Form where the observations from the form in use I
continued.

VISIBLE EMISSION OBSERVATION FORM

No.

OBSERVAmN DATE

COMPANY NAME

START TIME
I

STREET ADDRESS

0

30

15

COMMENTS

45

1

-

I
SOURCE ID NUMBER

PHONE (KEY CONTACT)

3

_

_

-

-

-

4

6

CONTROL EOUIPMEHT

OPERATING MODE
7
8

9
HEIGHT RELAllVE TO OBSERVER
10

HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND LEVEL

smn

II

I smn

~ n d

~ n d

DESCRIBE EMISSIONS

smn

1
1
I
-I-------14

End
IF WATER DROPLET PLUME

EMlSSlON COLOR

I smn

15

Demdwdo

End
I~anch.d~
W M THE PLUME AT WHICH OPACrrY WAS D€ERMMED

S M

P

13
.

I

End

I

I

1

I

16

1 1 1 7 1

I

I

I

I

DESCRIBE PLUME BACKGROUND
S M
BACKGROUND COLOR
S M
WIND SPEED

End

SDR
AMBIENT TEMP

End

stan

~ n d

v
Wind

End

1 SKYCONO~ONS
S M
WlND DIRECTION

End

S M

End

1 WET BULB TEMP
I

SOURCE U Y O U T SKETCH

21

I RH. pcwcaiM

22

I
Dnw

Amm

0

-

L

I

OBSERVER'S NAME (PRINT)
OBSERVER'S SIGNATURE

I

DATE

Sun L o u t ~ o nL ~ n e

I

CONnNUED ON VEO FORM NUMBER
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RINGELMANN SMOKE CHART
(Revision of IC 7718)
by
Staff, Bureau of Mines1

ABSTRACT
The Ringelmann Smoke Chart fulfills an important need in smoke abatement work and in certain
problems in the combustion of fuels. A knowledge of its history and method of preparation is,
therefore, of interest to many. Since instructions on its use are not shown on the recent edition of the
chart, those included in this revision of the previous Bureau of Mines publication now are a necessary
complement to the chart. More detail regarding the use of the chart is included than was given in the
earlier version.
INTRODUCTION
The Ringelmann Smoke Chart, giving shades of gray by which the density of columns of smoke
rising from stacks may be compared, was developed by Professor Maximilian Ringelmann of Paris.
Ringelmann, born in 1861, was professor of agricultural engineering at l'Institute National
Agronomique and Director de la Station d'Essais de Machines in Paris in 1888, and held those
positions for many years thereafter.
The chart apparently was introduced into the United States by William Kent in an article
published in Engineering News of November 11, 1897, with a comment that he had learned of it in a
private communication from a Bryan Donkin of London. It was said to have come into somewhat
extensive use in Europe by that time. Kent proposed in 1899 that it be accepted as the standard
measure of smoke density in the standard code for power-plant testing that was being formulated by
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
The Ringelmann Chart was used by the engineers of the Technologic Branch of the
U.S. Geological Survey (which later formed the nucleus of the present Bureau of Mines) in their
studies of smokeless combustion beginning at St. Louis in 1904, and by 1910, it had been recognized
officially in the smoke ordinance for Boston passed by the Massachusetts Legislature.
The chart is now used as a device for determining whether emissions of smoke are within limits
or standards of permissibility (statutes and ordinances) established and expressed with reference to the
chart. It is widely used by law-enforcement or compliance officers in jurisdictions that have adopted
standards based upon the chart.

1

Office of the Director of Coal Research, Washington, D.C.

2
In 1908, copies of the chart were prepared by the Technologic Branch of the Geological Survey
for use by its fuel engineers and for public distribution. Upon its organization in 1910, the Bureau of
Mines assumed this service together with the other fuel-testing activities of the Technologic Branch.
DESCRIPTION AND METHOD OF PREPARING THE CHART
The Ringelmann system is virtually a scheme whereby graduated shades of gray, varying by five
equal steps between white and black, may be accurately reproduced by means of a rectangular grill of
black lines of definite width and spacing on a white background. The rule given by Professor
Ringelmann by which the charts may be reproduced is as follows:
Card 0—All white.
Card 1—Black lines 1 mm thick, 10 mm apart, leaving white spaces 9 mm square.
Card 2—Lines 2.3 mm thick, spaces 7.7 mm square.
Card 3—Lines 3.7 mm thick, spaces 6.3 mm square.
Card 4—Lines 5.5 mm thick, spaces 4.5 mm square.
Card 5—All black.
The chart, as distributed by the Bureau of Mines, provides the shades of cards 1, 2, 3, and 4 on a
single sheet, which are known as Ringelmann No. 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. A copy of the chart is
included in this report.
USE OF CHART
Many municipal, state, and federal regulations prescribe smoke-density limits based on the
Ringelmann Smoke Chart, as published by the Bureau of Mines. Although the chart was not originally
designed for regulatory purposes, it is presently used for this purpose in many jurisdictions where the
results obtained are accepted as legal evidence.
While the chart still serves a useful purpose, it should be remembered that the data obtained by
its use is empirical in nature and has definite limitations. The apparent darkness or opacity of a stack
plume depends upon the concentration of the particulate matter in the effluent, the size of the
particulate, the depth of the smoke column being viewed, natural lighting conditions such as the
direction of the sun relative to the observer, and the color of the particles. Since unburned carbon is a
principal coloring material in a smoke column from a furnace using coal or oil, the relative shade is a
function of the combustion efficiency.

3
While the Ringelmann Smoke Chart has many limitations, it gives good practical results in the
hands of well-trained operators. However, it is questionable whether results should be expressed in
fractional units because of variations in physical conditions and in the judgement of the observers.
To use the chart, it is supported on a level with the eye, at such a distance from the observer that
the lines on the chart merge into shades of gray, and as nearly as possible in line with the stack. The
observer glances from the smoke, as it issues from the stack, to the chart and notes the number of the
chart most nearly corresponding with the shade of the smoke, then records this number with the time of
observation. A clear stack is recorded as No. 0, and 100 percent black smoke as No. 5.
To determine average smoke emission over a relatively long period of time, such as an hour,
observations are usually repeated at one-fourth or one-half minute intervals. The readings are then
reduced to the total equivalent of No. 1 smoke as a standard. No. 1 smoke being considered as 20
percent dense, the percentage "density" of the smoke for the entire period of observation is obtained by
the formula:
Equivalent units of No. 1 smoke × 0.20 × 100 = percentage smoke density.
Number of observations

A convenient form for recording and computing the percentage of smoke density appears at the
end of this report. This procedure is often used on acceptance tests of fuel-burning equipment.
The timing and extent of observations made for the purpose of determining compliance with a
local smoke abatement ordinance depends upon the wording and smoke limitations of the ordinance.

4
RINGELMANN-CHART READING

Location . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hour. . . 9:00
. . . . -. .10:00
. . . . a.m.
......
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

0
1
1
2
2
3
2
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
5
4
3
2
1

1/4
1
1
2
3
3
2
1
2
2
2
3
4
5
5
4
3
2
1

1/2
1
1
2
3
3
1
2
2
2
3
4
5
5
3
3
1
1

3/4
1
1
2
3
3
1
2
2
2
3
4
5
5
3
3
1
1

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
-

1/4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
-

1/2
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
4
2
2
1
1
1
-

Date. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3/4
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
-

Point of observation
...............................
Distance to stack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Direction of stack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Direction of wind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Velocity of wind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Equiv. No. 1 Units
. .7. . Units No. 5 . . . . .35
...........
. . .7. Units No. 4 . . . . .28
...........
. .27
. . Units No. 3 . . . . .81
...........
. .34
. . Units No. 2 . . . . .68
...........
. .52
. . Units No. 1 . . . . .52
...........
.113
. . . Units No. 0 . . . . . .0. . . . . . . . . .
.240
. . . Units

. . . .264
............

264
240 × 20 pct '
. . . . . . .22
. . pct
. . . . . . . Smoke density

Observer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Checked by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
INT.-BU. OF MINES, PGH., PA. 10992

April

1983
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Summary
Many
stationary
sources
discharge
plume-shaped
visible
emissions
into
the atmosphere.
Method
9 (EPA
Reference
Method)
is used to
determine
the opacity
of this plume
by
qualified
observers.
The method
includes
procedures
for the training
and certification
of observers
and
procedures
to be used by these
observers
in the field to determine
plume
opacity.
This section
of the
Quality
Assurance
(QA) Handbook
primarily
concerns
procedures
used by
the observers.
Only
Section
3.12. I
reviews
the training
and certification
procedures,
which
are described
in
Reference
1.

The appearance
of a plume
as
viewed
by an observer
depends
upon
a number
of variables,
some
of which
may be controllable
and some
of
which
may not be controllable
in the
field.
Variables
which
can be
controlled
to an extent
to which
they
no longer
exert
a significant
influence
upon
plume
appearance
include:
angle
of the observer
with
respect
to
the plume;
angle
of the observer
with
respect
to the sun; point
of
observation
of attached
and detached
steam
plumes
and angle
of the
observer
with
respect
to a plume
emitted
from
a rectangular
stack
with
a large
length
to width
ratio.
The

Section
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method includes specific criteria
applicable
to these variables.
Other variables which may not be
controllable
in the field are
luminescence
and color contrast
between the plume and the
background
against which the plume
is viewed. These variables exert an
influence
upon the appearance
of a
plume as viewed by an observer, and
can affect the ability of the observer
to accurately assign opacity values to
the observed plume. Research studies
of plume opacity have demonstrated
that a plume is most visible and
presents the greatest apparent opacity
when viewed against a contrasting
background.
It follows from this, and
is confirmed by field trials, that the
opacity of a plume, viewed under
conditions
where a contrasting
background
is present can be
assigned with the greatest degree of
accuracy. However, the potential for a
positive error is also the greatest
when a plume is viewed under such
contrasting
conditions.
Under
conditions
presenting
a less
contrasting
background,
the apparent
opacity of a plume is less and
approaches
zero as the color and
luminescence
contrast decrease
toward zero. As a result, significant
negative bias and negative errors can
be made when a plume is viewed
under less contrasting
conditions.
A
negative bias decreases rather than
increases the possibility that a plant
operator will be cited for a violation of
opacity standards due to observer
error.
Method 9 is applicable
for the
determination
of the opacity of
emissions from stationary sources
pursuant to 60.1 l(b). Studies have
been undertaken
to determine
the
magnitude
of positive errors that
qualified
observers can make while
reading plumes under contrasting
conditions
and using the procedures
specified in Method 9. The results of
these studies, which involve a total of
769 sets of 25 readings each, are as
follows:
1. In the case of black plumes, 100
percent of the sets were read
with positive error of less than
7.5 percent opacity; 99 percent
were read with a positive error of
less than 5 percent opacity.
2. In thacase of white plumes, 99
percent of the sets were read
with a positive error (higher
values) of less than 7.5 percent
opacity; 95 percent were read
with a positive error of less than
5 percent opacity.
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The positive observational
error
associated with an average of twentyfive readings is therefore established.
The accuracy of the method must be
taken into account when determining
possible violations of applicable
opacity standards.
Note: Proper application
of Method
9 by control agency personnel
in
determining
the compliance
status of
sources subject to opacity standards
often involves a number of
administrative
and technical
procedural
steps not specifically
addressed in the Federal
Register
method. Experience
has shown these
steps are necessary to lay a proper
foundation
for any subsequent
enforcement
action. To clearly
delineate
items that are EPA
procedural
policy and requirements
of
the Method 9 from additional
quality
assurance procedures,
a wording
scheme was developed. All of
Sections 3.12.1, 3.12.2, 3.12.3,
3.12.6, and 3.12.7 are suggested
quality assurance procedures
except
where noted as EPA policy or Federal
Register
citings. Section 3.12.4 notes
EPA requirements
with directive
statements
using words such as shall,
should, and must. QA procedures
are
noted either with suggestive
statements
using words such as
recommended,
suggested, and
beneficial or by stating that the entire
subsection
is recommended.
The use
of these QA procedures
should
provide a more consistent program,
improved observer effectiveness
and
efficiency, and improved data
documentation.

Method

Highlights

Section 3.12 primarily describes
Method 9 procedures
for the
determination
of plume opacity.
Section 3.12.1 briefly reviews the
quality assurance procedures
to be
used in the observer training and
certification
procedures
described in
detail in Reference 1. The remaining
sections describe the field procedures.
Section 3.12.10 provides blank data
forms recommended
for use by the
observer and other personnel,
as
required. Partially completed forms,
are included in Sections 3.12.1
through 3.12.7 of the Method
Description.
Each form in Section
3.12.10 has a subtitle (e.g., Method 9,
Figure 2.1) to allow easy reference to
the corresponding
completed form.
The following
paragraphs
present a
brief discussion
of the contents of this
section of the QA Handbook.
1.
Certification
Observers
The

and

primary

Training

purpose

of

of this
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section is to provide a brief summary
of the certification
and training
procedures
described in Reference 1.
It includes a definition
and a brief
history of opacity, and it discusses
observer training procedures
and
certification
and recertification
of
observers.
2.
Procurement
Supplies
Section

of Apparatus

and

3.12.2 presents
specifications
criteria and design
features to aid the procurement
of
useful equipment
that would provide
good quality visible emissions data.
The following
are some recommended
equipment
items not specifically
required by Method 9: watch,
compass, range finder, Abney level or
clinometer,
sling psychrometer,
binoculars,
camera, safety equipment,
clipboard, and accessories. Table 2.1
summarizes
the quality assurance
aspects of equipment
procurement.
3.

Preobservation

Operations

Section 3.12.3 summarizes
the
preobservation
activities: gathering
facility information,
providing prior
notification,
establishing
protocol, and
performing
equipment
checks. Table
3.1 summarizes
these procedures.
4.

On-Site

Field

Observations

Section 3.12.4 contains detailed
procedures
for determining
the visible
emissions (VE). This section not only
includes the recommended
procedures
for performing
the
perimeter survey, plant entry, and VE
determination;
it also contains a
subsection
on special observation
problems. This subsection
explains
how to take VE readings under less
than ideal conditions
(e.g., when the
observer position is restricted). The
main feature of this section is the
presentation
of detailed instructions
on how to complete the recommended
VE data form, and examples of
completed forms.
5.

Postobservation

Operations

Section 3112.5 presents a brief
discussion concerning
the data
reporting
procedures,
data summary,
data validation, and equipment
check.
Section 3.12.6 contains a discussion
of the calculations
required for
completing
the data forms and
reports. It also includes procedures
for
calculating
the path length through
the plume and for predicting
steam
plume formation by use of a
psychrometric
chart and pertinent
measurements.
6.
Auditing
Procedures
Section
3.12.7 recommends
performance
and
system audits for use with field VE
determinations.
The two performance
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audits
are an audit
by senior
observer/supervisor
and a data
calculation
audit,
A system
audit
is
suggested,
along
with
a Method
9
checklist,
as shown
in Figure
7.1.
Table
7.1 summarizes
the quality
assurance
activities
for audits.
7.
References
and Bibliography
Sections
3.12.8
and 3.12.9
contain
the Method
9 and suggested
references
and bibliography.
8.
Data Forms
Section
3.12.10
provides
blank
data forms
which
can
be taken
from
the QA Handbook
for
field
use or serve
as the basis
of a
revised
form
to be used by the
Agency.
Partially
completed
forms
are
included
in the corresponding
section
of the QA Handbook.
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1 .O Certification
The purpose
of this section
is to
summarize
the content
of the QA
manual
for VE training
programs.’
Since
the observer
must be properly
certified
or a qualified
VE reader
in
order
to have his/her
opacity
reading
accepted,
it is important
that he/she
fully understand
this phase
of his/her
training.

1 .l
Definition
and Brief
History
of Opacity
The VE evaluation
system
evolved
from
the concept
developed
by
Maximillian
Ringelmann
in the late
1800’s,
in which
a chart
with
calibrated
black grids
on a white
background
was used to measure
black smoke
emissions
from
coal-fired
boilers.
The Ringelmann
Chart
was
adopted
by the U.S. Bureau
of Mines
in the early
1900’s
and was used
extensively
in efforts
to assess
and
control
emissions.
In the early
1950’s.
the Ringelmann
concept
was
expanded
to other
colors
of smoke
by
the introduction
of the concept
of
“equivalent
opacity.”
The Federal
government
has
discontinued
the use of Ringelmann
numbers
in EPA Method
9 procedures
for New Source
Performance
Standards
(NSPS).
Current
procedures
are based
solely
on opacity.
Although
some
State
regulations
still specify
the use of the Ringelmann
Chart
to
evaluate
black
and gray
plumes,
the
general
trend
is toward
reading
all
emissions
in percent
opacity.
In practice,
the evaluation
of opacity
by the human
eye is a complex
phenomenon
and is not completely
understood.
However,
it is well
documented
that visible
emissions
can be assessed
accurately
and with
good reproducibility
by properly
trained/certified
observers.
The relationships
between
light
transmittance,
plume
opacity,
Ringlemann
number,
and optical
density
are presented
in Table
1 .l A

Tablel.1.

Comparison

Light
transmission,

%

Optical

0

= not

density
units
N/As

40
20
60
80
100
“N/A

of light,

0.40
0.70
0.22
0.10
0.00
applicable.

Extinction
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and Training

of Observers

literal
definition
of plume
opacity
is
the degree
to which
the transmission
of light
is reduced
or the degree
to
which
visibility
of a background
as
viewed
through
the diameter
of a
plume
is reduced.
In terms
of physical
optics,
opacity
is dependent
upon
transmittance
(l/lo) through
the
plume,
where
I0 is the incident
light
flux and I is the light flux leaving
the
plume
along
the same
light path.
Percent
opacity
is defined
as follows:
Percent
opacity
= (1 -l/l,)
x 100.
Many
factors
influence
plume
opacity
readings:
particle
density,
particle
refractive
index,
particle
size
distribution,
particle
color,
plume
background,
path length,
distance
and
relative
elevation
to stack
exit, sun
angle,
and lighting
conditions.
Particle
size is particularly
significant;
particles
decrease
light transmission
by both scattering
and direct
absorption.
Thus,
particles
with
diameters
approximately
equal
to the
wavelength
of visible
light (0.4 to 0.7
pm) have the greatest
scattering
effect
and cause
the highest
opacity.

1.2

Training

of Observer

Field inspectors
and observers
are
required
to maintain
their
opacity
evaluation
skills
by periodically
participating
in a rigorous
VE
certification
program.
Accordingly,
EPA’s
Stationary
Source
Compliance
Division
(SSCD)
and Environmental
Monitoring
Systems
Laboratory
(EMSL)
have provided
the QA training
document’
to individuals
who
conduct
VE training
and certification
programs.
This section
summarizes
the training
program.
1.2.1
Frequency
of Training
Sessions
- Certification
schools
should
be
scheduled
at least twice
per year
since
Method
9 requires
a semiannual
recertification.
It is highly
recommended
that training
be an

Terms
Plume
opacity,
700

60
80
40
20
0

5%

Ringelmann
number

5
z
2
1
0

3.12.1

integral
part of the certification
program.
A spring/fall
schedule
is
preferable
because
of weather
considerations.
Certifying
previous
graduates
while
the smoke
school
is
in session
is more
efficient
and less
costly
than scheduling
a separate
session.
1.2.2
Classroom
Training
- The
training
is accomplished
most
effectively
by holding
an intensive
lor 2-day
classroom
lecture/discussion
session.
Although
this training
is not
required,
it is highly
recommended
for
the following
reasons:
Increases
the VE observer’s
knowledge
and confidence
for the
day-to-day
field practice
and
application.
Reduces
training
time required
to achieve
certification.
Trains
the smoke
reader
in the
proper
recording
and
presentation
of data that will
withstand
the rigors
of litigation
and strengthens
an agency’s
compliance
and enforcement
program.
Provides
a forum
for the periodic
exchange
of technical
ideas
and
information.
Some
states
require
classroom
training
for initial
certification
only.
It
is recommended,
however,
that
observers
attend
the classroom
training
at 3-year
intervals
to review
proper
field observation.techniques
and method
changes
and to
participate
in the exchange
of ideas
and new information.
1.2.3
Lecture
Material
- Example
lecture
material
for a thorough
training
program
is presented
in
Section
3.1 and Appendix
A of
Reference
I. A typical
six-lecture
classroom
training
program
consists
of the following:
Lecture
1 -Background,
principles,
and theory
of opacity.
Lecture
2-Sources
of VE’s,
presented
by someone
thoroughly
familiar
with
source
conditions,
related
particle
characteristics,
and
opacity
reading
procedures
and
problems.
Lecture
g--Proper
procedures
for
conducting
field
observations
under
a
variety
of conditions.

Section
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the double-wall
combustion
The toluene
flowrate
is also
by valves
and flowmeters.

4-influence
and impact
of
meteorology
on plume
behavior.
5-Legal
aspects
of VE and
opacity
measurements.
g--Actual
observation/testing
procedures.

Lecture
Lecture

1.2.

Light

source

Smoke

Generator

Parameter

Photocell

spectral

Angle
of view
Angle
of projection
Calibration
error
Zero
and span drift
Response
time

Design

April

chamber.
controlled

7.2.5
Equipment
Calibration
Procedures
- Detailed
calibration
procedures
are included
in a QA
procedures
manual
for VE training
programs.’
The generator
transmissometers
must
be calibrated
every
six
months
or after
each repair.
The
National
Bureau
of Standards
(NBS)
traceable
standards
(optical
filters)
for
linearity
response
are available
from
Quality
Assurance
Division,
Environmental
Monitoring
Systems
Laboratory,
U.S. EPA, Research
Triangle
Park,
North
Carolina
27711.
It is strongly
recommended
that the
calibration
be performed
before
and
after
each certification
course
to
ascertain
whether
any significant
drift
or deviation
has occurred
during
the
training
period.
The “zero
and span”
check
must
be repeated
before
and
after
each test run. If the drift exceeds
1 percent
opacity
after
a typical
30min test run, the instrument
must be
corrected
to 0 and 100 percent
of
scale
before
resuming
the testing.
All of the smoke
generator
performance
verification
procedures
(e.g., repair
and maintenance
work,
spectral
response
checks,
calibration
check,
and response
time checks)
should
be documented
in writing
and
dated;
a bound
logbook
is highly
recommended.
These
records
become
part of the permanent
files on the VE
training
program.

1.2.4
Training
Equipment
- An
integral
part of the training
program
is
the design
and operation
of the smoke
generator
and its associated
transmissometer,
as specified
in
Method
9 (reproduced
in Section
3.12.8).
Such
a program
is essential
because
proper
observer
certification
cannot
take place
without
the proper
equipment.
Section
4 of Reference
1
presents
performance
specifications
and operating
procedures
for smoke
generators
which,
if followed
under
a
good QA program,
will ensure
nationwide
uniformity
and consistency
with
Method
9 criteria.
The design
and operation
of the
smoke
generator
has evolved
significantly
since
the mid-1960’s.
The basic
components
of the smoke
generator
now include:
1, Black
and white
smoke
generating
units,
2. Fan and stack,
3. Transmissometer
system,
and
4. Control
panel
and strip chart
recorder.
Table
1.2 lists the design
and
performance
specifications
for the
smoke
generator.
It must
generate
smoke
with
an opacity
range
of 0 to
100 percent
and be sufficiently
accurate
to allow
the operator
to
control
and stabilize
the opacity
of the
smoke.
It is recommended
that the
generator
also achieve
and hold
opacities
in 5 percent
increments
at
+2 percent
for a minimum
of 5 s.
White
smoke
is produced
by
dispensing,
at regulated
rates,
No. 2
fuel oil into the propane-heated
vaporization
chamber.
The opacity
varies
in proportion
to the volume
of
fuel oil vaporized
and is regulated
by
adjusting
the flow of fuel oil.
Black
smoke
is produced
by the
incomplete
combustion
of toluene
in

Table

2

1.2.6
Setup,
Operating,
and
Shutdown
Procedures
- Detailed
procedures
and a parts
list are given
in Section
4.4 of Reference
1.
1.2.7
Storage
and Maintenance
of
the Smoke
Generator
- Proper
storage
and maintenance
procedures
are essential
for smoke
generators
to
increase
their
useful
operating
life
and to provide
reliability.
1.2.8
Common
Problems,
Hazards,
and Corrective
Actions
- The
generator
has hot surfaces
that can
cause
serious
burns.
It is
and

Performance

Specifications
Performance

response

incandescent
lamp operatedat
15%
nominal
rated
voltage
Photopic
(daylight
spectral
response
of the human
eye)
15O maximum
total angle
15O maximum
total angle
*3%
opacity,
maximum
* 7 % opacity,
30 min
5 s, maximum
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recommended
that attendees
be
advised
to stay away
from
the
generator
during
training
and test
runs.
It is also recommended
that gas
and fuel lines be correctly
checked
for
leaks prior
to each use of the
generator
to prevent
fire and explosive
hazards
to the operator
and nearby
attendees.
Occasional
breakdowns
or
malfunctions
of the generator
usually
occur
at the most inopportune
times.
The problem
must be diagnosed
and
repairs
made
expeditiously
to provide
the proper
training
and maintain
the
interest
of the course
attendees.
Some
common
malfunctions
are listed
in Section
4 of the QA training
manual.’

1.3

Certification

of Observer

This section
summarizes
the
certification
part of the training
program.
The first part of the
certification
program
is to acclimate
the smoke
readers.
The following
procedure
is recommended.
Both
black
and white
plumes
are produced
at certain
levels,
and during
this
production,
the opacity
values
are
announced.
After
some
standards
exposure,
four
plumes
are presented
to the trainee
for evaluation.
The
correct
values
of the four
plumes
are
announced
to provide
the trainee
with
immediate
feedback.
The majority
of
the trainees
should
be ready
to take
the test after
a few sets. Certification
runs are made
in blocks
of 50
readings
(25 black smoke
and 25
white
smoke).
The trainees
who
successfully
meet the criteria
receive
a letter
of certification
and a copy of
their
qualification
form.
The school
retains
the original
of the qualification
form for a minimum
of three
years,
to
be available
for any legal proceedings
that might
occur.
According
to Method
9. certification
is valid for a period
of
only six months.
Neither
certification
or recertification
procedures
require
the observer
to attend
the lecture
program;
however,
it is recommended
that the observer
attend
the series
during
initial
certificatron
and
thereafter
every
three
years.
It is also
recommended
that all persons
unable
to pass after
10 qualification
runs,
be
provided
additional
training
before
allowing
qualification
runs to be
made.
Test forms
vary greatly
because
of
the specific
needs
and experiences
of
each agency.
Figure
1 .l illustrates
one suggested
form.
The form
should
be printed
on two-copy
paper,
the
original
for the official
file and the
carbon
copy for the trainee
to grade
after
each certification
run. The test
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Affiliation
e

Course

flArc
location

-

Date

4 -I&

82

Distance

and direction

Reading
number
1
2
3
4
5

Vf&wLm.m

OF

-

Name

mti

-I
Sunglasses

--___
to stack

Section

RbsC

fiiC~M@!&---_____
Sky

Iso

f77

0
0
0
0
0

5
5
5
5
5

10
10
10
10
10

15
15
15
15
15

20
20
20
m
20

a
25
25
25
25

;
9
10

0
0
0
0
0

5
5
5
5
5

10
10
10
10
10

15
15
15
15
15

20
20
20
20
20

25
25
25
25
25

11
12
13
14
75

0
0
0
0
0

5
5
5
5
5

10
10
10
10
10

15
15
15
15
15

20
20
20
20
20

16
17
18
19
20

0
0
0
0
0

5
5
5
5
5

10
10
10
10
10

15
15
15
15
15

21
22
23
24
25

0
0
0
0
0

5
5
5
5
5

10
10
10
10
10

15
15
15
15
15
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Run

-J&L-

3.12.1

Number

/-a

__

w

Wind

3-S-

Nu<

30

50
50

55
55
55
55
55

60
60
60
60
60

65
65
65
65
65

70
70
70
70
70

75
75
75
75
75

80
80
80
80
80

85
85
85
85
85

90
90
90
90
90

95
95
95
95
95

100
100
100
100
100

Error
-

45
45
45
45
45

50
50
50
50
50

55
55
55
55
55

60
60
60
60
60

65
65
65
65
65

70
70
70
70
70

75
75
75
75
75

80
80
80
80
80

85
85
85
85
85

90
90
90
90
90

95
95
95
95
95

100
100
100
100
100

__

40
40
40
40
40

45
45
45
45
45

50
50
50
50
50

55
55
55
55
55

60
60
60
60
60

65
65
65
65
65

70
70
70
70
70

75
75
75
75
75

80
80
80
80
80

85
85
85
85
85

90
90
90
90
90

95
95
95
95
95

100
100
100
100
100

-

35
35
35
35
35

40
40
40
40
40

45
45
45
45
45

50
50
50
50
50

55
55
55
55
55

60
60
60
60
60

65
65
65
65
65

70
70
70
70
70

75
75
75
75
75

80
80
80
80
80

85
85
85
85
85

90
90
90
90
90

95
95
95
95
95

100
100
100
100
100

35
35
35
35
35

40
40
40
40
40

45
45
45
45
45

50
50
50
50
50

55
55
55
55
55

60
60
60
60
60

65
65
65
65
65

70
70
70
70
70

75
75
75
75
75

80
80
80
80
80

85
85
85
85
85

90
90
90
90
90

35
35
35
35
35

40
40
40
40
40

45
45
45
45
45

50
&ii5

30
30
30
30
30

35
35
35
35
35

40
40
40
40
40

25
25
25
25
25

30
30
30
30
30

35
35
35
35
35

20
20
20
20
20

25
25
25
25
25

30
30
30
30
30

20
20
20
20
20

25
25
25
25
25

30
30
30
30
30

a
30

95
95
95
95
95
Deviation

100
100
100
100
100
_

Reading
number

Error
__
__

0
0
0
0
0

5
5
5
5
5

10
10
10
10
10

15
15
15
15
15

20
20
20
20
20

25
25
25
25
25

30
30
30
30
30

35
35
35
35
35

40
40
40
40
40

45
45
45
45
45

50
50
50
50
50

55
55
55
55
55

60
60
60
60
60

65
65
65
65
65

70
70
70
70
70

75
75
75
75
75

80
80
80
80
80

85
85
85
85
85

90
90
90
90
90

95
95
95
95
95

100
100
100
100
100

8
9
10

0
0
0
0
0

5
5
5
5
5

10
10
10
10
10

15
15
15
15
15

20
20
20
20
20

25
25
25
25
25

30
30
30
30
30

35
35
35
35
35

40
40
40
40
40

45
45
45
45
45

50
50
50
50
50

55
55
55
55
55

60
60
60
60
60

65
65
65
65
65

70
70
70
70
70

75
75
75
75
75

80
80
80
80
80

85
85
85
85
85

90
90
90
90
90

95
95
95
95
95

100
100
100
100
100

11
12
13
14
15

0
0
0
0
0

5
5
5
5
5

10
10
10
10
10

15
15
15
15
15

20
20
20
20
20

25
25
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form
must
be filled
in completely.
Certification
requires
that both of the
following
criteria
be satisfied:
1. No reading
may be in error
by
more
than
15 percent
opacity.
2. The average
[absolute]
error
must
not exceed
7.5 percent
for
either
set of 25 white
or 25 black
smoke
readings.
The certification
runs
may be repeated
as often
as
necessary.
However,
it is recommended
that all persons
who
have
not passed
after
ten certification
runs be given
additional
training
prior to conducting
additional
certification
runs.
The detailed
testing
and grading
procedures
required
to ensure
a valid
test are outlined
in Section
5 of the
QA training
manual.’
The Agency
should
maintain
a bound
logbook,
arranged
by training
session,
for at
least three
years,
as evidence
that the
observer
has been certified
as a
qualified
VE evaluator
by a recognized
smoke
training
and certification
group
Each trainee
who
successfully
meets
the Method
9 criteria
receives
a letter
of certification
and a copy of his/her
qualification
form.
This letter
includes
the date of expiration.

1.4

Recertification

Method
9 requires
be recertified
every

1.5

In-the-Field

an individual
six months.

to

Training

After
the observer’s
initial
certification,
it is recommended
that a
senior
observer
accompany
the new
observer
on a field observation
trip
and that both
individuals
simultaneously
record
(using
the
same time piece)
their
opacity
readings
as a QA check
(see Section
3.12.7).
A comparison
of these
readings
will
indicate
any problems
the new observer
might
have
in
conducting
observations
under
field
conditions.
A significant
discrepancy
between
the readings
of the two
observers,
in individual
or average
values,
indicates
the need for further
in-field
training
and continuance
of
the senior
observer
(not necessarily
the same
one) QA check.
After
satisfactory
checks
have
been made
on two consecutive
field observations,
the new observer
can confidently
conduct
inspections
without
a senior
observer.
The suggested
standard
for
a satisfactory
check
for 6-min
(minimum)
of consecutive
readings
is:
1. No difference
in individual
readings
should
exceed
20
percent.

4

2. The difference
of the average
value
between
observers
should
not exceed
10 percent.

1.6
Smoke
School
Certification
Quality
Assurance
Program
It is recommended
that any
government
agency
planning
to
develop
a smoke
school
certification
program
obtain
a copy of the
“Recommended
Quality
Assurance
Techniques
and Procedures
for Visible
Emission
Training
Programs.“’
Table
1.3 contains
an activity
matrix
for
certification
and training
of observers.

Section

3.12.1

Section

Table 1.3.

Activity

Matrix

for

3.12.1
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Certification

Acceptance
limits

Activity

and

Training

Frequency
method
measurement

April

of Observers

and
of

Classroom
training Rer Ref. 1
fsuggested)

Initially
every

Should
be able
to generate
smoke
with an
opacity
range
of
0 to 100%;
hold
opacities
i2%
for at least 5 s

Before
each
certification
test
run: use method
in Ref. 1

Adjust
and make
repeat
check
of
operation

Setup,
operating,
and shutdown
procedures

Adherence
procedures
Ref. 1

Each

Review
cedures

Storage
and
maintenance

As

Classroom
training
observer
Smoke

of
generator

to
in

As

above

and
3 years

Action
if
requirements
are not met
Review
training
procedures
per
Ref. 1

test

run

above

As

pro-

above

Transmissometer
Design
mance

and perforspecifications

Calibration

Zero

and

Certification
observer

*3%
opacity
maximum

span

Opacity
drift
<I%
after
a
typical
30-min
test run

of

Recertification

In-the-field

Specifications
Table
1.2

training

in

Upon
receipt,
repair,
and at
6-mo
intervals
use method
in
Ref. 1
Every
6 mo
after repair,
before
and
each certification course
recommended;
use method
Ref. 1
As above

or
after

Adjust
and
repeat
specification check
until
specifications
are met
Adjust
and
recalibrate
until
acceptance
limits
are met

is
in
Instruments
must be corrected
to 0 and
100%
before
testing
is
resumed
Retake
test until
successful
completion

No reading
must
be in error
by
more
than
15%
and average
absolute
error
must not exceed
7.5% for either
white
or black
smoke
readings
As above

Take smoke
reading
test until
a successful
test
has been
completed

Every
6 mo take
a smoke
reading
test until
a
successful
test
has been
completed

As

No reading
in
error
by more
than 20% difference and
average
absolute
error
should
not exceed
7 0% difference
during
the field
observation

Checks
are made
on the first two
field observations subsequent
to the
initial
certification; comparison
is made between
new certified
observer
and an
experienced

Continue
comparisons
until
acceptance
limits
are met
during
two field
observations

above

1983
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2.0 Procurement
Method 9 does not specifically
require any equipment
or supplies.
Therefore,
this entire section includes
quality assurance procedures
that are
recommended
to assist the observer
in documenting
data. Nevertheless,
this section provides specifications
criteria or design features, as
applicable,
to aid in the selection of
equipment
that may be useful in
collecting VE data. Procedures
and
limits for acceptance checks are also
provided. During the procurement
of
equipment
and supplies, it is
suggested that a procurement
log
(Figure 2.1) be used to record the
descriptive title of the equipment,
the
identification
number (if applicable),
and results of any acceptance
checks.

Item description

Section

1

1983

of Apparatus

and Supplies
magnetic with resolution
better than
1 O”. It is suggested that the compass
be jewel-mounted
and liquid-filled
to
dampen the needle swing; map
reading compasses are excellent for
this purpose.

Table 2.1 at the end of this section
contains a summary of the quality
assurance activities for procurement
and acceptance of apparatus and
supplies.

2.1

Stopwatch

A watch is used to time the 15
second intervals between opacity
readings. The watch should provide
continuous
display of time to the
nearest second.

2.2

2.3
a

Compass

A compass is useful for determining
the direction of the emission point
from the spot where the VE observer
stands and for determining
the wind
direction at the source. For accurate
readings, the compass should be

Quantity

Purchase
order
number

2

r 5096

T
Vendor

f7skr
4

Scient$+,

Ordered

3.12.2

Range

Finder

A range finder is used to measure
the observer’s distance from the
emission point and should be capable
of determining
distances to 1000
meters with an accuracy of It10
percent. The accuracy of the range
finder should be checked upon receipt
and periodically
thereafter
with
targets at known distances of
approximately
500 meters and 1000
meters.

T

Date
Received

cost

% 2 9$

Disposition
chedcedt-+
b

Figure

2.1.

Example

of a procurement

Jog.

use.

Comments

Section

2.4 -Abney
Clineometer
An

Abney

Level
level

3.12.2

or

is a device

for

determining
the vertical viewing angle.
For visible emission observation
purposes, it should measure within 5
degrees. The accuracy should be
tested by placing the level flat on a
table that has been previously leveled
with a referring level and checking it
at a 45O angle by placing it on a 45O
inclined plane constructed
with the
plane as the hypotenuse
of a right
triangle with equal base and height.

2.5

Sling

Binoculars

It is recommended
that the observer
obtain binoculars
preferably with a
magnification
of at least 8 x 50 or 10
x 50. The binoculars
should have
color-corrected
coated lenses and a
rectilinear
field of view. Color
correction
can be checked by viewing
a black and white pattern such as a
Ringelmann
card at a distance
greater
than 50 ft; no color rings or bands
should be evident, only black and
white. The rectilinear
field of view can
be tested by viewing a brick wall at a
distance greater than 50 ft. There
should be no distortion
of the brick
pattern as the field of view is
changed. The binoculars
are helpful
for identifying
stacks, searching the
area for emissions and aid in
characterizing
behavior and
composition
of plume.

2.7

Camera

April

and the observer should always be
sure to purchase enough fresh color
negative film (ASA 100
recommended)
for his/her purposes.

2.8
Clipboard
Accessories

and

For documenting
the visible
emission observation,
the observer
should have a 10 in. x 12 in. masonite
or metal clipboard, several black ballpoint pens (medium point), a large
rubber band, and a sufficient number
of visible emission observation
forms.

Psychrometer

The sling psychrometer
is used in
cases where it is suspected that the
atmospheric
conditions
will promote
the formation of a steam plume (see
Subsection
6.3). The psychrometer
should consist of two thermometers,
accurate to 1 /Z°C, mounted on a
sturdy assembly whereby the
thermometers
may be swung rapidly
in the air. One thermometer
should be
fitted with a wettable cotton wick tube
on the bulb. Thermometer
accuracy
should be checked by placing the
bulbs in a fresh ice water bath at 0%

2.6

2

and Accessories

A camera is often used in VE
observations
to document
the
emissions before and after the actual
opacity determination.
A 35-mm
camera v&th through-the-lens
light
metering is recommended
for this
purpose. Useful accessories
include a
“macro”
lens or a 250-mm to 350mm telephoto
lens, and a 6-diopter
closeup lens (for photographing
logbook and evidence of particulate
deposition).
A photo logbook is
necessary for proper documentation,

Table 2.1.

Equipment
Watch
Compass

Activity
Supplies

Matrix

for

Procurement

1983

2.9

Safety

Equipment

The following
safety equipment,
which should be approved by the
Occupational
Safety and Health
Association
(OSHA), is recommended
for the VE observer:
0 Hard hat in high-visibility
yellow
or orange
0 Safety glasses, goggles, or eye
shields
0 Ear protectors
0 Safety shoes (steel-toed for
general industrial
use).
Specially insulated safety shoes are
necessary in certain areas, such as
the top of coke ovens.

of Recommended

Equipment

and

Frequency
and
method
of
measurement

Action
if
requirements
are not met

Continuous
display
Magnetic
with
1 O0 resolution

Check
receipt

upon

Return
supplier

to

Check
receipt

upon

Return
supplier

to

Acceptance

limits

Range

finder

Accuracy
of
k 10% over distances to 1000 m

Check
upon
receipt
and
quarterly
with
targets
at known
distances
of
about 500 m and
1000 m

Adjust
return
supplier

or
to

Abney

level

Accurate
It!?

Check
45O

Same

as above

Sling

psychrometer

within

at O” and

Each thermometer accurate
to 1/2OC
(1 OF)

Check thermometer accuracy
with ice water
bath at O°C

Repair
or return
to supplier

Binoculars

Magnification
of
Bx50or
70x50,
color-corrected
coated
lenses
and a rectilinear
field of view

Check
upon
receipt
by viewing selected
objects

Return
supplier

to

Camera

35-mm
camera
with throughthe-lens
light
metering

Check
quality
of
photos
on
receipt
andafter
processing
film
Check
supplies
periodically

Return
supplier
repair

to

Check
safety
ment
cally

Maintain
equipment availability

Clipboard/
accessories/forms

10 in. by 12 in.
clipboard;
black
ball-point
pens;
VE observation
forms

Safety

Hardhatyellow
or orange,
safety
glasses
and
shoes,
ear
protectors

equipment

supply
equipperiodi-

of

for

Replenish
supplies

April 1983
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3.0
The following
procedures
are not
required by Method 9 but are
recommended
in order to provide
more consistent data collection and
better data documentation
and
verification
of representative
plume
viewing conditions.
Not all procedures
are needed for every observation.
Before making on-site VE
determinations,
the observer should
gather the necessary facility data,
provide prior notifications
when
applicable,
establish an observation
protocol, and check for availability
of
supplies and properly maintained
equipment.
Table 3.1 at the end of
this section summarizes
the quality
assurance
activities for preobservation
operations.

3.1
Gather
Information

.-

Facility

The observer should be thoroughly
familiar with the source facility,
operation,
emissions, and applicable
regulations.
In preparation
for the onsite visit, the observer should review
the Agency’s information
(in the official
source file) on the source in question.
The observer should:
1. Determine
the pertinent people
to be contacted.
2. Become familiar with the
processes and operations
at the
facility and identify those
facilities to be observed.
3. Review the permit conditions,
requirements,
and recent
applications.
4. Determine applicable
emission
regulations.
5. identify all operating air
pollution control equipment,
emission points, and types and
quantities
of emissions.
6. Review history of previous
inspections,
source test results,
and complaints.
7. Check the file to become
familiar with (or review) plant
layout and possible observation
sites.
8. Determine
normal production
and operation
rates.
9. Identify
unique
problems
and
conditions
that may be
encountered
(e.g., steam
plume).
10. Discuss with attorney if case
development
is expected.
11. Obtain a copy of the facility
map with labeled emission
points, profile drawings,
and

Preobservation

Section 3.12.3

Operations

photographs,
if available. A
facility map is very helpful
during inspection
and should be
a required item for every
Agency source file. The map
makes it easier for the observer
to identify point sources and
activities, and it may be used to
mark any emission points that
have been added or modified.
12. If an operating
permit exists,
obtain a copy because it may
contain the VE limits for each
point source and any special
operating requirements.
13. Determine
the status of the
source with respect to any
variance or exemption from the
Agency’s rules and regulations.
Observationmaynot
berequired
if
the source has a variance or is
exempt from the regulations.
14. Review plant terminology.
15. Use references such as facility
maps and previous inspection
reports to determine
if the
viewing position is restricted
because of buildings or natural
barriers. If the viewing position
requires observations
to be
taken at a particular
time of day
(morning or evening) because
of sun angle, consider this
when planning the inspection,
16. Determine
the possibility of
water vapor in the plume
condensing
(see Section
3.12.6). This determination
may
prevent a wasted trip to the
facility on days when a
persistent water droplet plume
is anticipated
because of
adverse ambient conditions.
Note: If the observer is not familiar
with the type of facility or operation,
he/she should consult available
reference material and inspection
manuals on the source category.

3.2

Prior

Notification

The-usual
procedure
is to make the
VE determination
without prior
notification
unless the plant must be
entered first to obtain a good view of
the emission point of interest.
However, this procedure
is not always
possible, especially in remote
locations, when operations
are
intermittent,
or when specific
personnel
must be present or
contacted. Determining
VE for
compliance
with State Implementation
Plan ISlPl
. . or NSPS ooacitv
.
, reaulations
.

requires on-site observations
during
conditions
of typical or normal
maximum operations.
If the facility is
notified of the time of this evaluation,
some operating conditions
may be
altered. If this situation appears likely,
it is EPA’s policy not to give prior
notification.
EPA is obligated to notify
State/local
agencies of inspections
and generally prefers to invite the
applicable
agency to participate.
The
observer should notify the affected
facility and control agencies as soon
as practical following
any official
opacity readings.

3.3
Establish
Protocol

Observation

Based on information
collected
under Section 3.1 and any prior
experience
with the source, an
observation
protocol should be
established.
First, the observer
should determine
whether one, two,
or more observers will be required.
For example, two observers may be
required to simultaneously
make the
VE determination
and gather other
on-site data (e.g., take photographs,
draw a new modified facility map if
one is not available from the plant or
gather other needed plant information).
In certain situations where the VE
observations
must be correlated
to
process operation, the second person
will closely monitor the process
activity and record the exact time of
the operating
modes of interest. Only
one observer will make the VE
determination
unless an observer
audit is being conducted. In this case,
the designated
observer is the one
being audited.
The applicability
of Method 9 (and
hence the method of observation)
should be determined.
If Method 9 is
not applicable,
see Section 3.12.4,
Special Problems.
A written checklist regarding
an
expected walk-through
of the plant
including
questions to ask plant
officials may be helpful.

3.4
Perform
Equipment
Checks for On-Site
Use
Be sure that the necessary
equipment
and supplies are available
for making the VE determination
and
documenting
the results. All
equipment
should be visually checked
for damage and satisfactory operation
before each VE determination
field
trip.

Section

Table 3.1.

Activity

Activity

Matrix

3.12.3

for

2

Preobservation

Acceptance
limits

April

Operations
Frequency
and
method
of
measurement

Action
if
requirements
are not met

Gather
facility
information

Obtain
necessary facility
data,
Subset
3.7

Check
for completeness
of data

Obtain
missing
data before
onsite visit, if
possible

Make
prior
notification

Make
VE determination
without prior
notification
except
as
stated in Subset
3.2; EPA should
notify
State/
local agencies
and invite
participation

Check
the protocol
for notification
before
each on-site
visit
and revise
the
protocol
as
necessary

Make
required
notifications

Prepare
vation
Subsec

Check
on-site

before
visit

Complete
or
prepare
protocol
as required

Same

as above

Replace
adjust
equipment

Establish

protocol

Perform
check

equipment

obserprotocol,
3.3

All equipment/
supplies
available and in satisfactory
workin.q order

or

1983

April
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4.0
This section
describes
field
observation
procedures,
including
perimeter
survey,
plant entry,
VE
determination,
and special
observation
problems.
The latter
subsection
supplements
the subsection
on VE
determination
by providing
some
information
on how to take VE
readings
when
unfavorable
field
conditions
prevent
the use of the
procedure
described
in Subsection
4.3
(e.g., when
the emissions
are
intermittent
or the observer
position
is
restricted).
The QA activities
are
summarized
in Table
4.2 at the end of
this section.

4.1

.crr*.

e

Perimeter

Survey

Before
and after the VE
determination,
it is strongly
recommended
that the observer
make
a perimeter
survey
of the area
surrounding
(1) the point
of
observation
and (2) the emission
point
on which
the determination
is being
made.
Such
a survey
also may be
made
during
the VE determination,
if
warranted.
A perimeter
survey
can be useful
in determining
the presence
of other
factors
that could
affect
the opacity
readings.
For example,
the
representativeness
of the VE readings
for a given
emission
point
could
be
questioned
unless
data is available
to
show
that the observer
excluded
emissions
related
to material
stockpiling,
open
burning,
and
ambient
condensed
water
vapor
in
adjoining
areas
of the plant,
It is vital
that the observer
be as aware
as
much
as possible
of extenuating
conditions.
The perimeter
survey
is
made to document
these
conditions.
Common
sense
should
be used in
determining
the need and extent
of
the survey;
in some cases
(e.g., a
single
350-foot
stack)
a perimeter
survey
is not vital.
Perimeter
surveys
can be made
from
either
outside
or inside
the plant
property,
or both. This decision
would
depend
on whether
the VE
observations
are made
from
inside
or
outside
of the plant,
whether
the
observer
actually
gains
entry
to the
plant
premises.
and whether
the plant
is sufficiently
visible
from
outside
the
premises
to make
a reasonable
survey.
It is suggested
that during
the
survey
the observer
should
note such
factors
as:

On-Site

Plant

3.12.4

Field Observations

1. Other
stacks
and emission
points
whose
visible
emissions
might
interfere
with opacity
readings.
2. Fugitive
emissions
that result
from
product
or waste
storage
piles and material
handling
and
may interfere
with
observations.
3. Fugitive
emissions
that result
from
unpaved
road travel
and
may interfere
with
observations.
4. Water
vapor
emissions
from
sludge
or cooling
ponds.
5. Open
burning.
6. Any unusual
activities
on or
around
plant
premises
that could
result
in nonrepresentative
emissions
or interfere
with
opacity
readings.
If deemed
useful
by the observer,
photographs
may be taken
to
document
extenuating
conditions
(see
discussion
of confidentiality
and the
use of cameras
in Subsection
4.2.7).

4.2

Section

Entry

The following
discussion
presents
the recommended
plant
entry
procedures.
The VE readings
themselves
should
not be affected
by
a change
in these
procedures.
However,
the usefulness
of the
readings
in showing
a possible
violation
of the applicable
standards
may be compromised
by not following
agency
procedures
for entering
plants.
Depending
on the location
of emission
points
at the plant
and the availability
of observation
points
in the area
surrounding
a facility,
the VE observer
may not have to gain entry
to the
plant
premises
prior
to making
VE
observations.
It may be preferable
to
gain access
after
taking
readings
to
check
on plant
process
control
equipment
operating
conditions
or to
complete
a perimeter
survey.
Figure
4.1 is an example
entry
checklist
that
can be used to assist
the observer
in
organizing
the information
that could
be used at the time of plant
entry.
To maintain
a good working
relationship
with
plant officials
and,
most importantly,
to comply
with
the
Clean
Air Act and avoid
any legal
conflict
with
trespass
laws or the
company’s
right
to privacy
and due
process
of law under
the US.
Constitution,
the observer
must
follow
certain
procedures
in gaining
entry
to
the plant’s
private
premises.
In most
cases,
consent
to enter
(or the
absence
of express
denial
to enter)
is

granted
by the owner
or company
official.
Figure
4.1 lists the pertinent
section
of the Clean
Air Act on facility
entry
as well
as information
on
confidentiality
of process
information.
It is recommended
that the inspector
have a copy of this information
available
in case questions
are raised
by source
representatives.
4.2.1
Entry
Point
- It is
recommended
that the plant
premises
be entered
through
the main
gate or
through
the entrance
designated
by
the company
officials
in response
to
prior
notification.
The observer’s
arrival
will usually
occur
during
normal
working
hours
unless
conditions
contributing
to excess
opacity
levels
are noted
at certain
times
other
than
normal
working
hours.
If only a guard
is present
at the
entrance,
it is desirable
for the
observer
to present
the appropriate
credentials
and to suggest
that the
guard’s
supervisor
be contacted
for
the name
of a responsible
company
official.
The observer
would
then
ask
to speak
with
this official,
who may be
the owner,
operator,
or agent
in
charge
(including
the environmental
engineer).
4.2.2
Credentials
- After
courteously
introducing
himself/herself
to the company
official,
the observer
should
briefly
describe
the purpose
of the visit and
present
the appropriate
credentials
confirming
that he/she
is a lawful
representative
of the agency.
Such
credentials
will naturally
differ
depending
upon
the agency
represented,
but it is recommended
that they include
at least the
observer’s
photograph,
signature,
physical
description
(age, height,
weight.
color
of hair and eyes),
and
the authority
for plant
entry.
Agencies
issue
credentials
in several
forms,
including
letters,
badges,
ID cards,
or
folding
wallets.
4.2.3
Purpose
of Visit - When
first
meeting
with
a company
official,
the
observer
needs
to be prepared
to state
succinctly
the purpose
of the visit,
including
the reason
for the VE
determination.
Space
is provided
in
the recommended
form
(Figure
4.1) to
specify
the exact
purpose
of the visit,
and the observer
can refer
to this
when
talking
with the company
official.
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for Plant Entry: Clean Air Act. Section
the Administrator

or his authorized

Section

3.12.4

I74

representative

upon presentation

of his credentials

(A) shall have a right of entry to, upon or through any premises of such person
maintained
under paragraph
(1) of this section are located, and

-

or in which any records

required

to be

(8) may at reasonable
times have access to, and copy of any records, inspect any monitoring
equipment
or methods
required
under paragraph
(l), and sample any emissions
which such person is required
to sample under
paragraph
(I).
(b) (1) Each State may develop and submit to the Administrator
a procedure for carrying out this section in such State. If the,
Administrator
finds the State procedure
is adequate, he may delegate to such State any authority he has to carry out this
section.
(2) Nothing in this subsection
shall prohibit the Administrator
from carrying out this section in a State.
(c)Any records, reports or information
obtained under subsection (a) shallbe available to the public except that upon a showing
satisfactory to the Administrator
by any person that records, reports, or information,
or particular
part thereof, (other than
emission data) to which the Administrator
has access under this section if made public would divulge methods or processes
entitled to protection
as trade secrets of such person, the Administrator
shaN consider such record, report, or information
or
particular
portion thereof confidential
in accordance
with the purposes of Section 1905 of Title 78 of the United States
concerned
with carrying out this Act or when relevant in any proceeding
under this Act.”
Confidential

Information:

Clean Air Act, Section

114 (see above) 4 I Federal

Register

36902,

September

1, 7976

If you believe that any of the information
required to be submitted pursuant
to this request is entitled to be treated as
confidential.
you may assert a claim of business confidentiality,
covering all or any part of the information,
by placing on (or
attaching to) the information
a cover sheet, stamped or typed legend, or other suitable notice, employing language such as
‘trade secret, ‘* “proprietary,”
or “company
confidential. ” Allegedly
confidential
portions
of otherwise
nonconfidential
information
should be clearly identified
If you desire confidential
treatment only until the occurrence
of a certain event; the
notice should so state. Information so covered by a claim will be disclosed by EPA only to the extent, andthrough
the procedures,
set forth at 40 CFR, Part 2, Subpart B (41 Federal Register 36902, September
1, 1976.)

e

If no confidentiality
EPA without further
Figure

4.1.

claim accompanies
notice to you.

Reverse

4.2.4
Visitor’s Agreements,
Release
of liability
(Waivers) - The observer
should not sign a visitor’s agreement,
release of liability (waiver), holdharmless agreement,
or any other
agreement
that purports to release
‘Any routine
of selecting
that IS not dlrected
toward

when

it is received

by EPA, it may be made available

to the public by

side of form. (Continued)

The principal purpose for an
observer’s visit to a plant will probably
fall into one of three categories: (1) a
VE determination
is being made
pursuant to a neutral administrative
scheme* to verify compliance
with an
applicable
SIP or NSPS, (2) a VE
determination
is being made because
some evidence of an opacity violation
already exists, or (3) an unscheduled
VE determination
has just been made
from an area off the plant property.
The statement of purpose should state
clearly what has prompted the visit.
At this time, the observer also
should provide the company official
with a copy of the opacity readings
and ask that person to sign an
acknowledgment
of receipt of any VE
readings made previous to entry. In
lieu of the above, the agency should
provide a copy within a reasonable
time.

rcI

this information

sites for observation
any company

the company from tort liability.
Signing this type of release form may
waive the rights of the observer and
his/her employer compensation
in
event of personal injury or damages;
the precise effect of signing an
advance release of liability for
negligence
depends upon the laws of
the state in which it is signed. If the
plant official denies entry for refusal
to sign a release form, the observer
should proceed as described in the
section on entry refusal.
4.2.5
Section 114 - Section 114 of
the Clean Air Act addresses both the
authority for plant entry and the
protection of trade secrets and
confidential
information.
For the
observer’s reference, the applicable
paragraphs
are included on the
reverse side of the entry checklist in
Figure 4.1.
4.2.6
Entry Refusal - In the event
that an observer is refused entry by a
plant official or that consent is
withdrawn
before the agreed-upon
activities have been completed, the
following
procedural
steps should be
followed:
1. Tactfully discuss the reason(s) for
denial with the plant official; this

is to insure that the denial
has not been based on some sort
of misunderstanding.
Discussion
might lead to resolution
of the
problem and the observer may be
given consent to enter the
premises. If resolution
is beyond
his/her authority, the observer
should withdraw
from the
premises and contact his/her
supervisor to decide on a
subsequent
course of action.
Note the facility name and exact
address, the name and title of
the plant officials approached,
the authority of the person
issuing the denial, the date and
time of denial, the reason for
denial, the appearance
of the
facility, and any reasonable
suspicions
as to why entry was
refused.
The observer should be very
careful to avoid any situations
that might be construed as
threatening
or inflammatory.
Under no circumstances
should
the potential penalties of entry
denial be cited.
All evidence obtained prior to the
withdrawal
of consent is considered
admissible
in court.

Section
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When
denied
access
only to certain
parts
of the plant,
the observer
should
make
note of the area(s)
and the
official’s
reason
for denial.
After
completing
normal
activities
to the
extent
possible
and leaving
the
facility,
the observer
should
contact
his/her
supervisor
for further
instructions.
4.2.7
Confidentiality
of Data - In
conducting
the VE investigation,
the
observer
may occasionally
obtain
proprietary
or confidential
business
data.
It is essential
that this
information
be handled
properly.
The subject
of confidential
business
information
known
as “a trade
secret”
is addressed
in Section
114 of the
Clean
Air Act (see Subsection
4.2.5)
and in the Code of Federal
Regulations
(40 CFR 2; 41 Federal
Register
36902,
September
1, 1976,
as amended).
The Code of Federal
Regulations
(40 CFR 2, Subpart
B,
2.203)
embodies
a notice
to be
included
in EPA information
requests.
This notice
is paraphrased
on the
reverse
side of the entry
checklist
(Figure
4.1) for the observer’s
and
plant
official’s
reference.
The Code of
Federal
Regulations
(40 CFR 2,
2.211)
also includes
the
Subpart
B,
penalties
for wrongful
disclosure
of
confidential
information
by Federal
employees.
in addition
to the penalties
set forth
in the United
States
Code,
Title
18, Section
1905.
Employees
of
other
agencies
should
check
with
agency
attorneys
to determine
their
exact
personal
liability.
From
the observer’s
standpoint,
confidential
information
may be
defined
as information
received
under
a request
of confidentiality
which
may
concern
or relate
to trade
secrets.
A
trade
secret
is interpreted
as an
unpatented
secret,
commercially
valuable
plan, appliance,
formula,
or
process
used in production.
This
information
can be in written
form,
in
photographs,
or in the observer’s
memory.
Emissions
data are not
considered
confidential
information.
Also the Agency
reserves
the right
to
determine
if information
submitted
to
it under
an official
request
should
be
treated
as confidential.
A good rule of thumb
for the
observer
to follow
is to collect
only
that process
and operational
information
and to take only those
photographs
that are pertinent
to the
purpose
of the plant visit. The plant
official
should
be advised
that he
must request
confidential
treatment
of
specific
information
provided
(see
paragraph
on claims
of confidentiality
on reverse
side of entry
checklist)
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before
it will be treated
as confidential
pending
legal determination.
The plant
official
should
inform
the observer
of
any sensitive
areas
of the facility
or
processes
where
proprietary
or trade
secret
information
is indicated.
Photographs
are often
used to
document
visible
emissions
observations
(see Subsection
4.3.4).
Before
taking
photographs
from
inside
the plant
premises,
the observer
must
have the consent
of the plant
official.
Most
of an observer’s
photographs
will be of emission
points
only;
presumably,
these
should
not include
confidential
areas
of the plant.
If any
opposition
is encountered
regarding
the use of a camera
on the plant
premises,
the observer
should
explain
that the plant official
should
request
confidential
treatment
of any
photographs
taken.
The observer
must
properly
document
each
photograph
and handle
those
for
which
confidential
treatment
has been
requested
in the same
manner
as
other
confidential
data.
Photographic
documentation
of VE observations
from
an area of public
access
outside
of the plant
premises
does not require
approval
from
a plant official,
provided
the documentation
is accomplished
without
the use of highly
sophisticated
equipment
or
techniques.
For example,
use of a
high-power
telephoto
lens (over
100
mm on a 35 mm camera)
that yields
extensive
details
(e.g., construction
layout)
might
be construed
as
surreptitiously
taking
confidential
business
information.
Thus,
a good
rule of thumb
is to be sure that any
pictures
taken
show
only the details
that could
be seen with the naked
eye
from
an area accessible
to the public.
When
preparing
to leave
the plant,
the observer
should
allow
the plant
official
to examine
the data collected
and make
claims
of confidentiality.
All
potentially
confidential
information
should
be so marked,
and while
on
the road, the observer
should
keep
it
in a locked
briefcase
or file container.
It should
be noted
that emission
data
are not considered
confidential.
When
the observer
returns
to the
agency
office,
the potentially
confidential
information
should
be
placed
in a secure,
lockable
file
cabinet
designated
especially
for that
purpose.
The observer’s
agency
should
have an established
secure
filing
system
and procedures
for
safeguarding
confidential
documents.
In all cases,
the observer
should
make
no disclosure
of potentially
confidential
information
until
a
company
has had full opportunity
to
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declare
its intentions
information
and the
that the information
confidential.

regarding
the
Agency
has ruled
is not legally

4.2.8
Determination
of Safety
Requirements
- The violation
of a
safety
rule does not invalidate
VE
readings;
however,
the observer
should
always
anticipate
safety
requirements
by arriving
at the plant
with
a hardhat,
steel-toed
safety
shoes,
safety
glasses
with
side
shields,
and ear protectors.
Safety
equipment
also should
include
any
other
equipment
that is specified
in
the agency
files and noted
on the
entry
checklist
form.
Some
companies
require
unusual
safety
equipment,
such
as specific
respirators
for a particular
kind of
toxic gas. In many
cases,
these
companies
will provide
the observer
with the necessary
equipment.
In any
event,
the observer
must
be aware
of
and adhere
to all safety
requirements
before
entering
the plant.
Information
on plant
alarms
and availability
of first
aid and medical
help may be needed.

4.2.9
Observer
Behavior
Observers
must perform
their duties
in a professional,
businesslike,
and
responsible
manner.
They should
always
consider
the public
relations
liaison
part of their
role by seeking
to
develop
or improve
a good working
relationship
with
plant officials
through
use of diplomacy,
tact, and if
necessary,
gentle
persuasion
in all
dealings
with
plant
personnel.
Specifically,
observers
should
be
objective
and impartial
in conducting
observations
and interviews
with
plant
officials.
All information
acquired
during
a plant visit is
intended
for official
use only and
should
never
be used for private
gain.
Observers
must be careful
never
to
speak
of any person,
agency.
or
facility
in any manner
that could
be
construed
as derogatory.
Lastly,
observers
should
use discretion
when
asked
to give a professional
opinion
on specific
products
or projects
and
should
never
make judgments
or draw
conclusions
concerning
a company’s
compliance
with applicable
regulations.
Upon giving
the data to
the plant
the observer
can tell the
source
these
are the data that were
obtained
and no judgment
as to
compliance
can be made
until
all the
data and the regulations
are closely
reviewed.

April

4.3
Visible
Determination

Emission

This subsection
describes
the
preferred
approach
to VE
determination.
Because
practical
considerations
do not always
permit
the observer
to follow
this procedure,
however,
special
observation
problems
are discussed
in Subsection
4.4.
4.3. I
Opacity
Readings
- The
observer
must be certified
in
accordance
with
Section
3.12.1,
Subsection
1.3, and should
use the
following
procedure
for visually
determining
the opacity
of emissions.
Observer
Position
1. The observer
must
stand
at a
distance
that provides
a clear
view
of the emissions
with
the
sun oriented
in the 140°
sector
to his/her
back.
If the observer
faces
the emission/viewing
point
and places
the point
of a pencil
on the sun location
line such
that the shadow
crosses
the
observers
position,
the sun
location
(pencil)
must
be within
the 140° sector
of the line.
During
overcast
weather
conditions,
the position
of the
sun is less important.
2.

0

Consistent
with
number
1 above,
when
possible,
the observer
should,
make
observations
from
a position
in which
the line of
vision
is approximately
perpendicular
to the plume
direction:
when
observing
opacity
of emissions
from
rectangular
outlets
(e.g., roof
monitors,
open
baghouses,
and
noncircular
stacks),
the
observer’s
position
should
be
approximately
perpendicular
to
the longer
axis of the outlet.

3. When
multiple
stacks
are
involved,
the observer’s
line of
sight
should
not include
more
than
one plume
at a time,
and in
any case, during
observations,
the observer’s
line of sight
should
be perpendicular
to the
longer
axis of a set of multiple
stacks
(e.g., stub stacks
on
baghouses).
4. The observer
must stand
at a
distance
that provides
total
perspective
and a good view.
5. In order
to comply
with
the sun
angle
requirements
(see item 1)
it is recommended
that the
observer
should
try to avoid
the
noon hours
(11:OO
a.m. to 1:00
p.m.)
in the summertime
(when
the sun is almost
overhead).
This
is more
critical
in the southern

Section
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continental
preferred
between
mile from
6. The
safe

3.12.4

United
States.
The
reading
distance
is
3 stack
heights
and l/4
the base of the stack.

reading
for the

location
observer.

should

be

Opacity
Observations
1. Opacity
observations
must be
made
at the point
of greatest
opacity
in that portion
of the
plume
where
condensed
water
vapor
is not present.
2. The observer
must
not look
continuously
at the plume
(this
causes
eye fatigue),
but should
observe
the plume
momentarily
at 15-s intervals.
A 15-s beeper
is recommended
to aid in
performing
the VE readings.
3. When
steam
plumes
are
attached,
i.e., when
condensed
water
vapor
is present
within
the
plume
as it emerges
from
the
emission
outlet,
the opacity
must
be evaluated
beyond
the point
in
the plume
at which
condensed
water
vapor
is no longer
visible.
The observer
must
record
the
approximate
distance
from
the
emission
outlet
to the point
in
the plume
at which
the
observations
are made.
4. When
steam
plumes
are
detached,
i.e., when
water
vapor
in the plume
condenses
and
becomes
visible
at a distinct
distance
from
the emission
outlet,
the opacity
of emissions
should
be evaluated
near
the
outlet,
prior
to the condensation
of water
vapor
and the formation
of the steam
plume,
unless
the
opacity
is higher
after
dissipation.
5. Readings
must
be made
to the
nearest
5 percent
opacity.
A
minimum
of 24 observations
must
be recorded.
It is advisable
to read the plume
for a
reasonable
period
in excess
of
the time stipulated
in the
regulations
(i.e., at least
10
readings
more
than the minimum
required).
6. A clearly
visible
background
of
contrasting
color
is best for
greatest
reading
accuracy.
However,
the probability
of
positive
error
(higher
values)
is
greater
under
these
conditions.
Generally,
the apparent
plume
opacity
diminishes
and tends
to
assume
a negative
bias as the
background
becomes
less
contrasting.
7. It IS recommended
the observer
wear
the same
corrective
lenses
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that were
worn
for certification.
If sunglasses
were
not worn
during
certification,
the observer
should
remove
them
and allow
time for the eyes to adjust
to the
daylight
before
making
VE
determinations.
It is
recommended
that the observer
not wear
photo
compensating
sunglasses.
The best viewing
spot IS usually
within
one stack
diameter
above
the stack exit, where
the plume
is densest
and the plume
width
is approximately
equal
to the
stack’s
diameter.

4.3.2
Field Data:
The “Visible
Emission
Observation
Form”
- The
1977
revision
of EPA Method
9
specifies
the recording
of certain
information
in the field
documentation
of a visible
emission
observation.
The
required
information
includes
the
name
of the plant,
the emission
location,
the type of facility,
the
observer’s
name
and affiliation,
the
date, the time,
the estimated
distance
to the emission
location,
the
approximate
wind
direction,
the
estimated
windspeed,
a description
of
the sky conditions
(presence
and color
of clouds),
and the plume
background.
Experience
gained
from
past
enforcement
litigation
involving
opacity
readings
as primary
evidence
of emission
standards
violations
has
demonstrated
a need for additional
documentation
when
making
visual
determinations
of plume
opacity.
The
Visible
Emission
Observation
Form
presented
in Figure
4.2 is
recommended.
This form
was
developed
after
reviewing
the opacity
forms
used in EPA Regional
Offices
and State
and local arr quality
control
agencies.
The form
includes
not only
the data required
by Method
9, but
also the information
necessary
for
maximum
legal acceptability.
Valid
data can be collected
on any form;
however,
the recommended
form
may
enhance
observer
efficiency
and data
documentation.
A detailed
description
of the use of the recommended
form
is given
in the following
paragraphs.
The Visible
Emission
Observation
Form
can be functionally
divided
into
11 major
sections,
as shown
in Figure
4.3. Each section
documents
one or
two aspects
of the opacity
determination.
The form
endeavors
to
cover
all the required
and
recommended
areas
of documentation
in a typical
opacity
observation.
A
“comments”
section
is included
for
notation
of any relevant
information
that is not listed
on the form.

EPA Method 22 – Visual Determination of Fugitive Emissions1
1. What is Method 22 and what are fugitive emissions?
•

Method 22 is a simple procedure that uses the human eye to determine the total time an
industrial activity causes visible emissions.

•

Fugitive emissions are non-stack emissions that escape during material transfer, from
buildings that contain the process, or directly from process equipment. Some examples
include dust from unpaved roads; dust from grinding, crushing and sandblasting
operations; and dry material loading or unloading.

•

Some emission standards require that you minimize any visible emissions from your
process. Method 22 is one method used to make sure the process and any emission
control equipment are operating properly and are not generating excess emissions.

•

Method 22 can also be used for visible emissions from stationary sources such as smoke
stacks if there is such a requirement in the applicable emission standard.

2. What training or certification is required for me to perform Method 22 observations?
•

No certification is required because it is a simple method that just requires you to record
the amount of time you see emissions. You do not have to be certified to determine the
opacity (or density) of the emissions so you do not need Method 9 certification.

•

However, you must know and understand the effects of background contrast, ambient
lighting, and where you should stand to make your observation (for example, with respect
to lighting, wind, and the presence of condensing water vapor). EPA has some general
references you can read to understand these general procedures for determining visible
emissions. The basics are having the sun at your back, trying for a dark background, not
looking into the sun and not counting steam plumes. You can also obtain additional
training by attending the lecture portion of the Method 9 certification course.

3. What equipment do I need?

1

•

You need two stopwatches. They must be the accumulative type and must measure to at
least ½ of a second.

•

If you make observations inside a building, you will need a light meter. The brightness
of the lighting must read at least 100 lux or 10 foot candles on the light meter in order to
perform Method 22 observations inside a building.

This is only a summary and not the official Method 22. You can find Method 22 at
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/emc/promgate/m-22.pdf

4. Where do I stand to look for visible emissions?
•

First, find out what processes, stacks, or buildings you need to observe based on what the
visible emission rule requires for your facility. In other words, what pieces of equipment
or buildings at your plant does the rule say you must observe using Method 22?

•

Walk around the facility, building, or structure that has the process you need to observe
and find where potential emissions may occur.

•

Choose a location with a clear view of the building or operation you are supposed to
observe. Make sure it is safe - not in the way of moving equipment -- and does not pose
any other safety hazard.

•

The method recommends that you stand no closer than 15 feet and no farther away than
¼ mile from the source you want to observe.

•

Pick a spot where the sunlight is not shining directly into your eyes.

6. What part of the form can I fill out before I start?
•

Copies of the forms are attached. Fill in the company name, type of industry, the process
unit (or building being observed), your name, your company’s name, and the date.

•

If you are outdoors, record the estimated wind speed, wind direction, and sky condition
(for example, cloudy, sunny, partly cloudy, etc.). Sketch the emission source you are
observing and mark your location on the sketch relative to the emission source and the
sun. Show the actual and potential emission points on the sketch.

•

If you are indoors, record the type, location, and intensity of the inside lighting. Sketch
the process unit you are observing, and mark your location on the sketch relative to the
unit you are observing. Show the actual and potential emission points on the sketch.

7. How long do I have to observe for fugitive emissions?
•

Check the rule that applies to your plant and process and find out how long you must
observe for fugitive emissions (15 minutes to one hour is typical).

•

Check for what the rule allows for visible emissions. For example, if the rule says
emissions must not be visible for more than 6 minutes in any hour, you may quit after
observing 6 minutes of emissions before the hour elapses; otherwise, continue observing
for one hour.

•

In any case, no matter what the applicable rule lists as the visible emission requirement,
the observation period must not be less than a total of 6 minutes.
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8. How do I make the observations and measure and record the time?
•

Record the clock time on the form when you begin.

•

Use one stopwatch (SW1) to time the entire observation period. Stop it if you take a
break (see #10 below) or the process stops operating. Restart it without resetting it when
you begin your observations again. When this stopwatch indicates you have finished the
observation period that the rule specifies, such as one hour, stop the stopwatch and record
the accumulated time and the clock time.

•

During the observation period, continuously watch the source, and if you see any
emissions, start the second stopwatch (SW2) and then stop it when the emissions stop.
Restart it without resetting it if emissions occur again, and stop it if the emissions stop.
Continue doing this throughout the observation period.

•

Remember that steam and other forms of condensed water vapor are not emissions and
are not a reason to start the stopwatch.

•

When the observation period is over, record the total time on the second stopwatch,
which is the total time that emissions were visible.

9. What do I do if emissions from other sources interfere or mix with those from the operation
I am supposed to be observing?
•

Sometimes fugitive emissions from another source, such as dust blown by wind or from
vehicle traffic, may keep you from getting a clear view or make it hard to see if fugitive
emissions are occurring from the source.

•

When other emissions interfere, stop making your observations and make a note of this
on your form. Begin observing again when there is a clear view.

10. When should I take a break?
•

You should not continuously observe emissions for more than 15 to 20 minutes without
taking a rest break. If you have to observe for more than 20 consecutive minutes, you
must take a break of 5 to 10 minutes. To do this, once you have been observing for
fifteen minutes, finish timing any visible emissions currently in progress, stop both
stopwatches, and note each of their times and the clock time. Then, take your break.
Before resuming further observations, record the clock time and start the accumulative
time stop watch. Continue to observe as before

•

If the rule requires continuous observations for more than 20 minutes, you must get
another observer to help you make the observations. However, this is not common.
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11. How do I calculate emissions in percent if my rule requires that?
If your rule requires that the emission rate be expressed as an emission frequency in percent:
•

Divide the accumulated emission time (in seconds) by the duration of the observation
period (in seconds), and multiply this quotient by 100.

•

For example, if a person observes a process for a total observation period of 20 minutes
(1200 seconds), and sees fugitive dust for 5 minutes (300 seconds), then calculate the
percentage as follows:
(300 seconds of fugitive emissions/1200 seconds of observation) X 100 = 25%

12. Where can I find the general references mentioned earlier?
•

A reference cited in Method 22 that is available online:
Wohlschlegel, P., and D.E. Wagoner. Guideline for Development of a Quality
Assurance Program: Volume IX—Visual Determination of Opacity Emissions from
Stationary Sources. EPA Publication No. EPA–650/4–74–005i. November 1975.

•

Go to this website: http://www.epa.gov/nscep/ and select “Document Number” under
“Search the Collection.” Then select “600 Series” and scroll down until you see this
document and select it: “650474005I Guidelines For Development Of A Quality
Assurance Program, Volume IX Visual Determination Of Opacity Emissions From
Stationary Source.”
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FUGITIVE OR SMOKE EMISSION INSPECTION
OUTDOOR LOCATION
Company

Observer

Location

Affiliation

Company Rep.

Date

Sky Conditions

Wind Direction

Precipitation
Industry

Wind Speed
Process Unit

Sketch process unit: indicate observer position relative to source; indicate potential emission points
and/or actual emission points.

OBSERVATIONS
Clock
Time
Begin
Observation
To complete this form,
record the following:
• the initial clock time
• the total time of the
observation (from SW1)
• the total time of emissions
(from SW2), and
• the final clock time.
For more details on
recording this data and
taking breaks, see #7 and
#10 above.
End
Observation

Observation
period
duration,
minutes:seconds

Accumulated
emission
time,
minutes:seconds

Company
Location
Company Rep.
Precipitation
Industry

FUGITIVE OR SMOKE EMISSION INSPECTION
INDOOR LOCATION
Observer
Affiliation
Date
Wind Speed
Process Unit

Light type (fluorescent, incandescent, natural)
Light location (overhead, behind observer, etc.)
Illuminance (must be greater than or equal to100
lux or 10 foot candles)
Sketch process unit: indicate observer position relative to source; indicate potential emission points
and/or actual emission points.

OBSERVATIONS
Clock
Time
Begin
Observation
To complete this form,
record the following:
• the initial clock time
• the total time of the
observation (from SW1)
• the total time of emissions
(from SW2), and
• the final clock time.
For more details on
recording this data and
taking breaks, see #7 and
#10 above.
End
Observation

Observation
period
duration,
minutes:seconds

Accumulated
emission
time,
minutes:seconds

186 Iron Horse Ct., Suite 101 Yakima, WA 98901-1468
Phone (509) 834-2050 Fax (509) 834-2060

HELPFUL HINTS FOR SUCCESSFUL VISIBLE EMISSION CERTIFICATION
The following are suggestions and helpful information from which new and experienced readers can
benefit. Visible Emission reading is a skill that needs to be developed and practiced. Don’t be
discouraged if you don’t pass on the first run.

Be on time and prepared.
1. Bring a clipboard, blue or black pen(s), and a compass.
2. It is very hard to focus and concentrate on a plume during a test if you are
uncomfortable, distracted, or unprepared.
3. Good rain gear, waterproof footwear and an umbrella will be of tremendous benefit;
classes are held rain or shine.
Fill out every test form completely and legibly.
1. This is a legal document which validates your observation skills.
2. It represents your ability to perform valid observations to regulators and must be credible in any
legal proceeding.
Wear a hat with a brim.
1. Wearing a hat with a brim or bill can assist a reader in many ways. The brim or bill
can be used to delineate the readable area of the plume and limit external distractions.
2. On sunny days, viewing a bright sky can cause eye fatigue and stress, affecting a
reader’s ability to concentrate; a baseball cap or brimmed hat can reduce these effects.
3. They can also be used to frame the stack, to focus on the most readable (darkest) part of the plume,
or keep the rain from interrupting your concentration.
Comments regarding chairs:
1. You are welcome to use chairs for your comfort or necessity.

2.

If the wind direction is variable, it may be necessary to reposition yourself, in order to gain the best
viewing position for the most accurate observations.

Re-Do’s (scratches)
1. Re-do’s may be called during the test by any person for any reason. A call to “re-do” or “scratch”
the plume is the responsibility of the individual, and must be loudly and immediately proclaimed to
both the group and the proctor.
2. Re-do’s will not be recognized after the next plume has been called.
3. Many people are reluctant to call re-do’s, feeling that it delays the run and may annoy others if
excessive; however, being able to identify bad plumes is as important to observations as accuracy.
4. Good observers may fail because they have read a plume that should have been redone.
5. During the test, readers need to:
a. Take the environmental changes into account (background and wind) when making
their
observations,
b. Adjust their readings accordingly, and/or
c. May call a re-do.
6. Proctors will not call or identify re-do’s for the class; their purpose is intended to
facilitate communication between the class participants and the test operator.
The height of the Smoke Generator stack is 15 ft.
1. The Effective Stack Height, relative to the observer, with both the observer and the base of the stack
on level terrain, would be 15 feet, minus the observer’s eye-level height.
Example 1: If the observer is at ground level:
15 ft. (stack height), minus 6 ft. (person) = 9 ft. Effective Stack Height
Example 2: If the observer is not at ground level:
(example: you are on top of a 4-foot deck):
15 ft (stack height), minus 6 ft. (person) + 4 ft. (deck height) = 5 ft. Effective
Height.

Stack

Read the EPA Field Manual and QA Handbook, reviewing the rules for opacity reading.
1. Make observations under conditions of the best possible illumination and visibility;
sometimes it is necessary to move during the test.
2. Use contrasting backgrounds.
3. Read perpendicular to the plume. Consider the stack height, the wind direction, and distance from
the plume.
4. Keep the sun to your back and avoid reading during mid-day in the summer (when the sun is high in
the sky).
5. Document your reading conditions thoroughly.
6. Completely fill in the Visible Emissions Observation form.
7. Read the densest part of the plume.
Relax and focus. Avoid distractions.
Establish a routine. Do the exact same things prior to and after each reading.

NOTES

NOTES

NOTES

NOTES

NOTES

Initial Classroom Session

Program Outline
History of Opacity

I.
a.
b.
c.

Background
Principles of Opacity
Theory of Opacity

Visible Emissions

II.
a.
b.
c.

Types of Emissions
Size and Common Origins
Particle Size & Wavelength of
Light

Combustion & Fuels

III.
a.
b.

Needs of the Combustion
Process
Types of Fuels

Control Equipment
Types of Plumes
Meteorology
Preparing to Read Stationary
Sources

IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Distance
Sun Angle
Multiple Stacks
Military Time (24-hour clock)

VIII. Method 9 and More
IX. Legal Considerations
X. What Makes You An Expert?

I. History of Opacity
Maximilian Ringelmann - early 1800's

1.



2.
3.

4.
5.

coal-fired boilers - system to gauge efficiency of burn
devised grids to be read at 50 feet to compare to
color of smoke (grey or black) but not WHITE smoke.

1910 - Ringelmann test adopted by municipalities
for nuisance smoke levels
1914-1940's - courts began using police power of states to enforce
nuisance smoke levels.
1948 - US Surgeon General "smoke and other air pollutants are not
only a nuisance, but a health hazard"
1950-60's - LA added "EQUIVALENT OPACITY" (white smoke is
equivalent to a Ringelmann number in its ability to obscure the view
of the background) by expanding Ringlemann test to white and other
colors.

6.

Set Up new "Opacity System" that will allow us to perceive a
target through a plume that is equivalent to Ringelmann's
0 - 20 - 40 – 60 - 80 - 100% Most are written like this today
a.
b.

Takes out the concept of Color
Read Opacity in terms of Percentages - White, Black, Colored

OPACITY - the degree to which transmitted light is obscured.

"The ability to perceive the Opacity of a Plume depends on
the Emissions being of such a condition that we can see
THROUGH them to a Target."
Example: "20% Opacity" means that vision is obscured
through the plume by 20%.

II.

Visible Emissions

A. Particulate Size & Wave-Length of Light
-

We are really looking at Particles

-

We are tempted to say “They are blocking the light”
-

but that is not really what is going on - that's only a part of
what is happening

1.

Absorption –

Light PASSES THROUGH - the thicker the particle, the more
light is Absorbed.

2.

Reflection –

The Surface of the Particles tend to REFLECT the light - in a
lot of different directions.

3. Refraction –
As with a PRISM, which BENDS light. What happens is that the
light SCATTERS: you don't see it - it SCATTERS.

4. Diffraction –
The particle has a very slight ADHESION - the light "sticks" a little
bit.

Absorption …
Reflection …
Refraction …
Diffraction …
So, the process you thought was happening is really not what
was going on;
The particles SCATTER the light in such a way that you cannot
view the object (Target) clearly.

The particles that give you the greatest amount of scatter are in the
range of .1 to 1.0 micron (μm) – just about the same size range as the wave
length of visible light:

The size range of visible light is .3 to .7 μm
The maximum amount of obscuring (Highest Opacity): if the light source
is placed behind the plume, that is, coming at you.
The least amount of obscuring (Lowest Opacity): when the light source is
behind you.
Reading Opacity is like taking a photograph - the light should always be to
your back.

REMEMBER: HIGH HUMIDITY can create problems with
reading opacity; the fact that you cannot take a reading
should not be a surprise - sometimes you just have to
take your time and return even several times to get a
good reading.

B. Types of Emissions

When readings are being taken, it is very helpful to know:
 What is going on

 The types of emissions with which you are dealing
 That different particles can look very similar

Emissions – The Main Four Types:

Important: IT IS NOT WHAT THE PARTICLES LOOK LIKE, BUT HOW
THEY ARE FORMED!

And remember – Combustion is not the only
source of Visible Emissions!

Emissions – The Main Four Types:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Smoke - generally considered to be a result of Incomplete
Combustion; if you don't burn all the fuel, what you see is Smoke.
Dust - arises from the Application of Force - "Making little ones out of
big ones" - Smashing Grinding Crushing.
Mist - somewhat the same as Fumes: Liquid at normal temperatures
is vaporized at some point and condenses back into droplets.
Examples: Asphalt, Paint
Fumes - generally, Material that condenses; Solid at normal
temperatures, then is vaporized in some way and condenses.
Generally these are metals.

Visible Emissions – Size and Origins of Particulates
1.

DUST Particles
 Small Particles formed by Force
 Settle fairly close to source, fairly quickly
 Size tends to be large - larger than 1.0 μm

2.

FUME Particles
 often metals, condensed from vapor back to solid state
 very small particle size: 1.0 μm to 0. μm

3.

MIST Particles
 usually from materials normally in liquid state
 often residuals from:





Scrubbers
Acid Baths
Asphalt Impregnation
Paint Spraying

 tend to be larger particles - Liquid

4. GAS Particles
a.
if in high enough concentrations, may become visible
-

Oxides of Nitrogen:

Yellow to Brownish

-

Iodine:

-

Bromine:

Reddish to Brown

-

Chlorine:

Yellow to Green

-

Water:

Purple

White

Note : IF they are of high enough concentration that they are
VISIBLE, then a problem exists - not opacity, but TOXICITY.

AEROSOL Particles

5.


are SOLID or LIQUID particles suspended in air in sufficiently
high concentrations that they become visible.



however, we are NOT primarily concerned with these.

IMPORTANT: Find out the Process involved in the
production of emissions.

III. Combustion and Fuels
Combustion (Fire) is a Chemical
A. Combustion Needs:
1.

Fuel

2.

Oxygen

3.

Ignition (Heat)

Reaction

The Three "T"s of Combustion in a Combustion Unit:

1. Time - give fuel enough time to burn
2. Temperature - give fuel enough heat to burn

3. Turbulence - adds more air to the fuel mixture

An efficient Combustion Unit:
 Must be designed for a specific fuel of preference.
 Must be operated within its design parameters.
 Must be properly maintained

 If any one of these Three "T"s are violated, it will not

burn clean and efficiently.
 Incomplete or Inefficient Combustion results in SMOKE.

B. Types of Fuels
1. Gasoline




mixes easily
pretty clean to burn
usually a preferred fuel

2. Oil





must be vaporized first
either atomized or heated)
needs more time to prepare fuel
a little more difficult than gasoline to burn cleanly

3. Coal
 generally burns on a grate
 air flow is critical
 tends to burn less efficiently
 contains a lot of contaminants when it is mined
 has 7-8% non-combustible material (dirt)

4. Wood


is usually WET - must be dried first



moisture drops temperature, results in SMOKE

5. Refuse
 as in apartment buildings (chute to basement)

 or grocery stores

IV. CONTROL EQUIPMENT
A. DRY COLLECTORS
1.

SEDIMENTATION CHAMBER

Usually used as a "First Step" in that it collects only very large
and/or very dense particles - 100 μm or so in size.

DRY COLLECTORS
2.

CYCLONE

-

Works pretty well down to 20 μm size particles
No added efficiency if used in series : the 1st unit
removes all large particles

-

DRY COLLECTORS
3. BAG HOUSE

 SAWTOOTH EFFICIENCY - becomes more efficient as dust

collects, then must be cleaned, loses efficiency, builds back up,
etc.
 EFFICIENCY – 99% - Can get down to 1.0μm or 0.1μm filtering
size.

DRY COLLECTORS
4. ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR

 PRODUCES Ionization, which breaks the GAS down.
 very LARGE system which periodically needs to be cleaned

(plates)
 Very, very efficient - - collects particles down to 0.1 μm

IV. CONTROL EQUIPMENT
B. WET COLLECTORS
ARE USED primarily to control CONTAMINANT GASSES i.e. Take
the air (gas) - hopefully soluble in water - introduce it into
water where it is separated from the contaminants, and take it
out (clean) from the water.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Packed Towers
Plate Towers
Spray Towers
Venturi (the only WET process specifically used for Particles)

WET COLLECTORS
1. PACKED TOWER
 LIQUID (usually waste) flows down







through the packing material.
CONTAMINANT-LADEN GAS passes
counter-current to it.
SLURRY with Contaminants remains
in collector at bottom and is
removed.
SOME PARTICULATES may be
removed with the water, but these
are PRIMARILY NOT PARTICULATE
COLLECTORS.
PRIMARILY A REMOVAL SYSTEM
FOR GASSES

WET COLLECTORS
2. PLATE TOWER

3. SPRAY TOWER

WET COLLECTORS
4. VENTURI
 Bernoulli's Principle: As the speed of a moving fluid
increases, the pressure within the fluid decreases.

 the only WET process specifically used for Particles.
 MOST EXPENSIVE units - requires a lot of PRESSURE (Power).

V. PLUME STRUCTURE
A. TYPES OF EMISSIONS or “CLOUDS”:



Totally Detached
Similar to Wildfire Smoke which persists to the next day
We are not so concerned with this type today



Haze and Fog
We are not concerned with this type either



Plume from a Discreet Point of Release
This is our concern today

1.


2.

3.

PLUME STRUCTURE
1. DRY ATTACHED PLUME:
An “Ideal” Plume:
Read Here

 NOTE: A PLUME FORMED OF WATER

DROPLETS (often mis-labeled as
"Steam") is not currently considered
to be an Air Pollutant. We do not
read Water Vapor Plumes

 the Point of Release is where

you Make a reading
 The Body of the Plume shows
Wind Direction

PLUME STRUCTURE
2. WET ATTACHED PLUME:

 WATER (Non-Pollutant) tends to







be a Fluffy White color
WATER tends to dissipate rather
quickly, i.e. a few feet.
RESIDUAL AEROSOLS (Pollutants)
tend to be Grey, Grey-Brown and
rather dull in color.
RESIDUAL AEROSOLS can
continue a few miles downwind.
READING is made at Point of
Dissipation

PLUME STRUCTURE
3. WET DETACHED PLUME:

 the part that is detached is

the WATER
 Water exits the stack, but
condenses and forms above it.
 RESIDUAL AEROSOLS are read
at Point of Release,
immediately above the stack
and below the Water Plume.

PLUME STRUCTURE
4. DRY DETACHED PLUME:

READING TAKEN:
 at Point of Formation, or
 at Point of Maximum Opacity
(in Plume) where water is not
present.
(usually Particle Formation is not
clearly defined)

VI. METEOROLOGY
A. PLUME BEHAVIOR:
1.

Looping Plume:

NOTE: Lapse Rate - The Rate of Change

of Temperature and it does affect Plume
Behavior.

Normal Condition: Ambient Temperatures
decrease 5°F with every gain of 1000 feet of
Altitude.

PLUME BEHAVIOR:
2. Lofting Plume

PLUME BEHAVIOR:
3. Fanning Plume

PLUME BEHAVIOR:
4. Fumagation

VII. READING OPACITY
A. Position – Stationary Sources:
1.

Distance to Stack:

A. Position – Stationary Sources:
2. Positive Bias:

B. Position – Sun Angle
1. SUN ANGLE:

B. Position – Sun Angle
1a. SUN ANGLE:

C. Multiple Stacks


Recording Time
Military Time - 24-hour clock
- Is best indication of time of day, AM or PM.
- Eliminates AM or PM controversy
- Still requires PST, PDT, GMT, etc.
- PDT = GMT minus 0700, (Summer)
Starts 3-14-10 0200 Sunday
- PST = GMT minus 0800, (Winter)
Starts 11-07-10 2022 Sunday
GMT = Greenwich Mean Time, Greenwich, England
UTC = Co-ordinated Universal Time (= GMT)

Beaufort Scale of Wind Speed

186 Iron Horse Ct., Suite 101, Yakima, WA 98901-1468
Phone (509) 834-2050 Fax (509) 834-2060

VISIBLE EMISSIONS TRAINING – CLASS CRITIQUE

Date____________________________ Name_______________________________
In order to evaluate and improve this training, comments and criticisms from students are
needed. Voluntary requests have yielded minimal information. It is, therefore, required that
this critique be completed in order to receive a passing grade. All criticisms are welcome and
the more specific a comment is the more helpful it will be. All results will be kept confidential.
1.

Was the presentation of material effective?
List by name of speaker and lecture
Good

Adequate

Needs Improvement

Comments on improvement needed

2.

Were the training aids effective?
Comments on need for more or less slides, flip charts, movies, etc.

Student Observation Record
Name ____________________________________________
Print Name
186 Iron Horse CT., Suite 101 Yakima, WA 98901-1468
Phone: (509) 834-2050 Fax: (509) 834-2060
Website: https://www.yakimacleanair.org
I hereby certify that the readings are my own:

________________________________________________
Signature

□

□

Observed with Naked Eye:
Yes
No
If No, list device type: _____________________________

Date:
RUN NUMBER:
Circle Color:
No.

RUN NUMBER:

Black / White

Obs.

Met.

Eq.No.of
5%

Circle Color:
No.

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

Location of Test:

_____________________________

Business Affiliation

_____________________________

5

5

and Mailing Address: _____________________________

6

6

________________________________________

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

10

11

11

12

12

13

13

14

14

15

15

16

16

17

17

18

18

19

19

20

20

21

21

22

22

23

23

24

24

25

25

________________________________________

Observation Conditions
Background:
_____________________________
Sky Conditions:
_____________________________
Distance from Plume: _____________Color:___________
Source Height:
_____________________________
Viewing Angle:
_____________________________
Wind Speed:
_____________________________
Temperature:
_____________________________
Relative Humidity:
_____________________________
Start Time: _____________ End Time: _______________

Background:
_____________________________
Sky Conditions:
_____________________________
Distance from Plume: _____________Color:___________
Source Height:
_____________________________
Viewing Angle:
_____________________________
Wind Speed:
_____________________________
Temperature:
_____________________________
Relative Humidity:
_____________________________
Start Time: _____________ End Time: _______________

Black / White

Obs.

Met.

Total Number

Total Number

of 5% _______ x .2 =

of 5% _______ x .2 =

Eq.No.of
5%

